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Riassunto Italiano
Bova Marina Archaeological Project 2002
Scavi di età del Bronzo ad Umbro
Gli scavi del 1999, 2000 e 2001 hanno portato alla luce un’area ovale di circa tre
metri per quattro, con acciottolato irregolare datato radiometricamente e mediante
tipologia al Bronzo Antico (Rodì-Tindari-Vallelunga), prima metà del secondo
millennio BC. Per la fine della campagna 2002 l’intera area era stata messa in evidenza.
La nostra finalità, nel 2002 era di determinare, tramite uno scavo limitato, le modalità di
costruzione della struttura.
In seguito allo scavo, una serie di aspetti sono stati chiariti. L’acciottolato copre
una lentre sterile di argilla bruna di formazione naturale che si estende per un’area
limitata; in effetti, la sua estensione coincide con quella dell’acciottolato stesso. La zona
è limitata a sud dalla roccia affiorante. Non ci sono segni di sovrastrutture (ad esempio,
mura di fondazione, trincee di fondazione o buche di palo). Questo lascia supporre che
la struttura fosse relativamente effimera o che fosse priva di sovrastrutture e consistesse
semplicemente in un’area battuta. Se quest’ipotesi fosse realistica, si spiegherebbe la
costruzione dell’acciottolato al di sopra di una porzione di terreno argilloso che; a
differenza degli altri tipi di sedimento in questa zona, essendo impermeabile sarebbe
stato scivoloso e facilmente infangato una volta bagnato; nel caso di un’uso frequente
dell’area, una risposta plasubile sarebbe stata la copertura con ciottoli appiattitti. Questo
fattore non spiega, tuttavia, la destinazione d’uso dell’area o la sua relazione con altra
parti del sito, ora distrutte o non scavate, che devono essere state sostanziali.
Saggi di scavo a Penitenzeria
Nel 2002, si è condotto uno scavo esteso a Penitenzeria, un piccolo sito
Neolitico a circa 200 metri a sud-ovest di Umbro. Si sono inoltre effettuati una serie di
saggi stratigrafici ed altri tipi di indagini, inclusi carotaggi (che hanno avuto scarso
successo data la natura estremamente dura del terreno) e mappature topografiche.
Sondaggio stratigrafico Trincea 6. Penitenzeria giace su di un piccolo terrazzo
delimitato a nord da un’affioramento roccioso alto circa 4 metri. Sul lato opposto si
trova un piccolo bacino di circa 15 metri per 30, parzialmente coperto da arbusti. Dei
camminamenti effettuati nell’aprile del 2002 rivelarono la presenza di frammenti erosi
di ceramica ad impasto nell’area che corrisponde al bacino. Si è quindi deciso di aprire
un saggio di un metro per un metro (trincea 6) allo scopo di verificare se il sito Neolitico
continuasse da questo lato dell’affioramento ed a sud di esso. La trincea è stata scavata
per una profondità di 150 cm ed ha restituito una scarsa stratrigrafia. I risultati si sono
rivelati deludenti; il materiale archeologico era pressochè assente al di sotto della
superficie tanto da portare a supporre che il materiale ritrovato sulla superficie fosse
frutto del dilavamento del pendio situato a nord della trincea.
Sondaggio stratigrafico Trincea 7. Nel terrazzamento relativo al sito di
Penitenzeria, alcune trincee esplorative sono state aperte nella zona orientale ma non in
quella occidentale. La trincea 7 consiste in una piccola (1 m2) trincea sita a 40n12e.
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Scavata fino ad una profondità di 150 cm; essa ha restituito una stratigrafia simile a
quella del resto del sito. Ha inoltre rivelato la presenza di strati più fini ed unà densità
archeologica minore. Questo fattore conferma che la zona principale relativa al sito
Neolitico si trovasse nell’angolo nord-est dell’area.
Scavo Trincea 4. Il fulcro dell’attività di indagine a Penitenzeria consiste nello
scavo dell’ampia trincea 4. Nel 2001 la trincea aperta misurava quattro metri nord-sud
per un metro est-ovest. Nel 2002 la stessa è stata estesa di quattro metri ad ovest,
risultante in una trincea di cinque metri per quattro.
Come noto dai sondaggi precedenti, i primi livelli consistevano in arativo e strati
di dilavamento, a questo scopo si è rapidamente scavato fino ad una profonditò di 70 cm
al di sotto dello zero (piano di campagna nell’angolo nord-est della trincea). Si è dunque
proceduto allo scavo di tagli arbitrari di 10 cm di spessore, suddivisi da strati naturali
quando questi venivano messi in luce. Si è raggiunta una profondità di circa 130-140 cm
nella maggior parte dei quadrati e scavato quattro metri quadrati fino a livelli sterili,
metà in un sondaggio lungo il muro orientale e metà nell’angolo sudoccidentale. Gli
strati erano così composti: gli Strati I-III consistevano in un terreno sabbioso, bruno
chiaro, che aveva sviluppato uno spessore di terra mista a radici di circa 10 cm (Strato
I), uno spessore di arativo (Strato II) ed uno strato meno disturbato di circa 50 cm
(Strato III). Tali strati contenevano frammenti di tipo Stentinello, e ceramica impressa,
misti a frammenti di tipo Diana e di età del Bronzo, apparentemente stratificati. Lo
Strato IV consisteva in uno spesso (fino ad un metro) strato di terreno duro argilloso di
colore bruno scuro. Era ricco di ceramica di tipo Steninello e Impressa e privo di
matriale più recente. Al di sotto di esso, uno strato sterile di colore più chiaro a
consistenza molto dura rappresentava il substrato sterile. Tutti gli strati esaminati
avevano una pendenza in salita verso nord-est. Il substrato sterile formava inoltre un
banco di circa 60 cm di spessore, che deve aver rappresentato un banco erosivo in epoca
Neolitica; gli strati Stentinello riempivano la concavità del banco.
Non si è trovata traccia di strutture in questa trincea, ed è probabile che l’area
rappresenti una zona di scarico dove rifiuti di vario genere venivano accumulati. Pochi
oggetti sono stati ritrovati al di là di frammenti di ceramica ed industria litica. Due
campioni di terreno sono stati flottati ma non hanno restituito resti botanici. Solo 12
resti di fauna sono stati identificati, essi comprendono, maiale, bovini, e capra o pecora.
L’industria litica ricorda quella di Umbro con alcune piccole differenze. Circa il 90%
degli oggetti è su ossidiana, presumibilmente importata da Lipari; alcuni oggetti sono su
selce grigia locale, altri su selce di importazione, ed il resto su quarzite locale.
L’industria comprende lame e schegge ma un numero relativamente ridotto di strumenti.
La ceramica comprende forme di età del Bronzo simili a quelle della trincea 6 di
Umbro, non attribuibili ad un periodo specifico; ceramica di tipo Diana; ceramica
Stentinello; ceramica Impressa, e ceramica preistorica inornata ad impasto. Si sono
inoltre ritrovati alcuni frammenti di ceramica a pittura rossa, tre punzoni frammentari ed
una piccola ascia in pietra verde metamorfica. Un risultato importante che emerge dalle
indagini di quest’anno è il rilevamento di diversi campioni databili al radiocarbonio; due
di essi sono stati analizzati:
Pen-7 (vicino allo Strato IV): Beta 169499 datazione al radiocarbonio misurata
6190+/-40 BP; datazione al radiocarbonio convenzionale 6170+/-40 BP; 13c/12c ratio –
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26 o/oo; datazione calibrata 5070 BC; 2-sigma range di datazione calibrata (95%
probabilità) 5260-5040 BC.
Pen-3 (base Strato IV): Beta 169498 datazione al radiocarbonio misurata
6340+/-40BP; datazione al radiocarbonio convenzionale 6350+/-40 BP; 13c/12c ratio –
24.4 o/oo; datazione calibrata 5320 BC; 2-sigma range di datazione calibrata (95%
probabilità) 5380-5280 BC.
Le datazioni rientrano nel range previsto per la ceramica Stentinello. Le
datazioni da Capo Alfiere ed Acconia sembrano suggerire che la cermaica Stentinello
fosse in uso per un periodo periodo che va dai primi secoli del VI millennio BC fino alla
metà del V. Questo sembra essere confermato dalla stratigrafia di Umbro. Le nuove
datazioni da Penitenzeria ricadono esattamente al centro del range di Stentinello, la fine
del VI millennio. Per quel che riguarda la successione cronologica locale
dell’Aspromonte meridionale, l’occupazione di Penitenzeria è saldamente compresa tra
le occupazioni di Umbro. Le finalità di lavori futuri a Penitenzeria consistono in (a)
completare lo scavo della Trincea 4 fino alla base della stratigrafia e (b) mettere in luce
eventuali strutture. Quest’ultimo intento può necessitare di un minimo di strategia,
poichè appare evidente che una zona di scarico, archeologicamente ben definita, possa
essere caratterizzata dall’assenza di strutture abitative, presumibilmente poste altrove.
Il sito greco di Umbro
Il sito greco di Umbro (sito 18 area 24), è posto su di una piccola altura
irregolare in prossimità del battuto medievale o della strada moderna che collega la
costa a Umbro e Bova Superiore. La collina è formata da uno dei ripidi affioramenti di
roccia calcarea che forma la serie di speroni rocciosi che limita l’altipiano di Umbro ad
est. La parte terminale della sezione settentrionale della collina è stata recentemente
spianata con la ruspa allo scopo di livellare l’area per l’istallazione di un pilone
elettrico. Durante la campagna del 2002 (2-23 luglio), gli scavi al sito greco di Umbro
sono stati ampliati nella Trincea 2, posta su di un pendio esposto ad ovest sul versante
occidentale della collina, a sud del pilone della luce. Si è inoltre scavata una nouva
trincea, la Trincea 4, situata 5 metri a sudovest e al di sotto della Trincea 2. Gli scopi
principali del programma di scavo erano: (a) di esplorare la struttura principale del sito e
determinarne l’esata ubicazione; (b) comprendere la datazione e la durata del sito, e (c)
comprendere la funzione del sito e la sua ‘storia’ in relazione alla sua collocazione nella
gerarchia insediativa greca nella regione.
Trincea 2. Durante la prima parte della campagna del 2002, si è ampliata la
Trincea 2 in direzione nord di quattro metri dal quadrato 71n/46e, creando i quadrati
72n/46e, 73n/46e, 74n/46e, e 75n/46e. Gli scavi hanno messo in luce un secondo muro
(contesto 217, US22) che si diparte più o meno ad angolo retto dal primo (contesto 207
US10), esponendo un angolo della struttura. Tale muro (contesto 217 US22) è stato
costruito sotto forma di muretto doppio, riempito di pietrame, poggiante sulla roccia che
affiora nella sezione nordorientale (esterno) (quadrati 74n/46e e 75n/46e). Come il
primo muro scavato, il nuovo muro sembra essere costruito tramite uno zoccolo in
pietra su cui si eleva una sovrastruttura in mattoni. Uno strato di mattoni erosi (contesto
216 US21), misto a frammenti di laterizio e carboni, ceramica e frammenti di tegola
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relativi al crollo del tetto, era visibile nell’angolo, al di sopra del livello di
pavimentazione (contesto 218 US23). In questa fase, il livello del pavimento sembra di
essere leggermente più alto nell’angolo della struttura che non nella parte inferiore della
stessa, compresa tra i quadrati 71n/45e, 71n/44e e 71n/43e. E’ possibile che un o più
pithoi fossero posti nell’angolo in questione, a giudicare dalla presenza del grande
frammento di pithos qui ritrovato. Gli scavi sono stati estesi fino al livello del
pavimento (contesto 218, US23), ma non oltre, almeno finchè non si sia completato lo
scavo della parte interiore della struttura. Nel 2002, ulteriori scavi sono stati intrapresi
nei quadrati 71n/45e, 71n/44e e 71n/43e, al di sotto del muro (verso ovest), fino a
raggiungere lo strato roccioso allo scopo di stabilire la sequenza stratigrafica della
struttura.
Il pavimento (contesto 210, US13) al di sotto dello strato di crollo di tegole e
mattoni (contesti 206, 209, Us12, 21) era formato da uno strato compatto di terreno
argilloso misto a numerosi frammenti regolari di scisto grigio. Alcuni manufatti sono
stati ritrovati insieme al materiale di pavimentazione ed uno di essi, un coperchio, era
parzialmente sepolto con esso. Si è inoltre ritrovata un’area di accumulo apparentemente
dilavata al di sotto di parte della pavimentazione (contesto 213 US16). Sembrerebbe che
il materiale della pavimentazione non fosse posto fermamente nel terreno, e che possa
essere stato rinnovato di quando in quando durante l’uso dell’edificio.
I grandi frammenti di carbone e il deposito sostanziale di materiale carbonizzato
ritrovato subito al di sopra del livello del pavimento in tutte e due le sezioni della
Trincea 2 soggeriscono che l’edificio possa essere andato a fuoco durante l’uso o dopo il
suo abbandono. L’analisi di un campione dal pavimento (contesto 210 US13) nel
quadrato 71n/44e, a livello di –112, vicino ad un grande coperchio al di sopra e
parzialmente al di sotto del pavimento, ha rivelato la presenza di grano e di orzo, nonchè
di alcuni frammenti non identificabili di grani di cereale. Questo fattore sembra
suggerire la lavorazione e l’immagazzinamento a livello domestico, benchè le evidenze
sono ancora troppo limitate perchè si possa suggerire alcuna ipotesi definitiva.
Trincea 4. Quest’anno si è aperta una nuova trincea di 1x2 m, la Trincea 4, 5
metri a sud-ovest della Trincea 2, vicino ad un allineamento di pietre che si sospettava
essere un altro muro probabilmente connesso alla struttura messa in luce nella Trincea 2.
Si sono scavati due quadrati di 1x1 m, 68n/38e e 67n/38e. Il presunto muro della
Trincea 4 si è rivelato essere, alla fine della stagione 2002, un muro effettivo (contesto
406 US29). Benchè il rapporto tra il muro della Trincea 4 e quello della Trincea 2 non
sia ancora chiaro, è probabile che i due siano riferibili ad una medesima struttura. E’
certo che il tipo di costruzione ed i ritrovamenti effettuati sembrano essere consistenti
con tale ipotesi.
Ritrovamenti. Tutta la ceramica ritrovata quest’anno sembra essere di
produzione locale, benchè alcuni frammenti di anfora rimangono di origine non
identificata. Non si è attestata la presenza di ceramica tornita, impressa o a figure, nè si è
registrata la presenza di oggetti di metallo. La maggior parte dei frammenti di ceramica
nera lucida appartiene a tazze e scodelle. Gli shyphoi ed i kotylai rimangono le forme
più comuni, tuttavia, si sono ritrovati alcuni coperchi di ceramica fine decorati con
anelli e bande dipinte a pittura nera e solchi. Si è attestata la presenza di una serie di
ceramica semi-grezza da cucina, che spesso conserva tracce di bruciato.
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Conclusioni e ricerche future. Sembra possibile che la struttura ritrovata nella
Trincea 2 e (probabilmente) nella Trincea 4 sia una casa rurale piuttosto che un
santuario, benchè la qualità e la quantità della ceramica ritrovata sembra suggerire che
gli abitanti dell’edificio fossero piuttosto benestanti. I santuari rurali riferibili a questo
periodo in Calabria hanno restituito frammenti di ceramica a figure e figurine (Genovese
1999) che sembra essere assente nel sito greco di Umbro. Questo tipo di casa sembra
essere più del tipo ‘Dema House’ (Jones et al 1962) che non del tipo ‘ Vari House’
(Jones et al 1973), per tipo di estensione e quantità e qualità del materiale ritrovato.
Come la ‘Dema House’ era semplicemente una ‘casa di villeggiatura’? O piuttosto
serviva altre funzioni (agricole, stazione di posta ecc.)? La questione del perchè questo
tipo di edificio fosse situato ad Umbro, e la eventuale relazione con altre comunità più
estese nella regione, rimane aperta. Su scala minore, la relazione tra l’abbondante
materiale dalla Trincea 3 e la struttura delle Trincee 2 e 4 rimane anch’essa da definire.
Non è ancora chiaro se al sito greco di Umbro esistesse una sola struttura o più di una nè
se i due edifici (se di due edifici si tratta) fossero di tipo domestico. Quello che è certo è
che nella Trincea 2 si è ritrovato un edificio con tetto in tegole e nella Trincea 4 un muro
probabilmente connesso ad esso. Tuttavia, la funzione di tale edificio resta da chiarire.
La priorità, per la stagione 2003, rimane quella di tentare lo scavo di una nuova area con
lo scopo di identificare eventuali differenziazioni spaziali all’interno della struttura.
Questo tipo di indagine dovrebbe poter fornire una delucidazione sulla funzione della
stessa e sull’attività intrapresa dai suoi abitanti.
Ricognizioni di superficie
Per mancanza di tempo e a causa degli sforzi concentrati su altri progetti,
quest’anno le ricognizioni di superficie sono state piuttosto limitate; queste si sono
concentrate sul tentativo di colmare il vuoto di dati tra le due grandi aree ispezionate,
San Pasquale ed Umbro. Si è ricognito un totale di 22 ha, portando l’area ispezionata ad
un totale di circa 5km2. Si sono aggiunti cinque siti al nostro database. Questi
comprendono tre siti preistorici lungo il limite meridionale dell’altipiano di Umbro, un
sito di epoca romana nella stessa zona, ed un sito greco in altura. Quest’ultimo è situato
presso Campi di Bova a circa 1200 metri slm, fornendo una prima evidenza di
occupazione classica in zone di altura. Non si è notata la presenza di siti a rischio o che
richiedano un intervento di urgenza.
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1. INTRODUCTION: PROJECT GOALS FOR 2002 (JOHN ROBB)
2002 was the fifth season of
excavations conducted by the Bova Marina
Arcaheological Project. Our fieldwork began 28
June and finished on 29 July. The work routine
and practical living arrangements remained
unchanged from previous years. As in past
years, the crew varied with arrivals and
departures but usually numbered around 25.

collaborative
excavations
with
the
Soprintendenza Archeologica della Calabria in
the Classical site of Mazza.
Aside from the novelty of late night
karaoke at a new bar next to our lodgings which
disturbed the crew’s rest at times, the 2002
season went very smoothly, with virtually no
logistic problems at all. All of our goals were
accomplished to some degree. Excavations in
Penitenzeria opened up an area of 4x5 meters,
as well as two stratigraphic sondages to
establish the extent of the site in previously
unexplored areas. The Umbro Bronze Age
structure was excavated to bedrock, and at the
Greek site we found two of the other walls of
the structure, allowing us to gauge its extent and
providing key information for future digging.
While the Mazza excavations did not yield
substantial results due to site disturbance, they
provided information on the preservation of the
site and established a collaborative basis for
future work. While we did relatively little field
survey as other projects required crew labor, we
did establish the presence of Greek sites in the
Campi di Bova at approximately 1200 meters
above sea level.

The project goals remained unchanged
since the 2001 season. In the prehistoric
archaeology, we wished to clarify the nature,
date, and context of the open-air Neolithic site
at Penitenzeria. This site was discovered in 1999
and tested briefly in 2000 and, more extensively,
in 2001. We hoped it would prove a wellpreserved, well-dated Neolithic habitation site
more or less contemporary with the rock shelter
site at Umbro – a contrast of interest for both
empirical and theoretical reasons.
The principal goal of our Classical
archaeology activity was to expose more of the
structure at the Greek site at Umbro, which had
been also tested during the 2000 and 2001
seasons. One small area of wall had been
located to date; we did not know whether this
was the only surviving part of the structure or
whether it would prove the entrée to a more
extensive Classical building.

Each of the projects undertaken are
described in detail in this report. In terms of the
overall life of the project, 2002 marked a
significant step towards completion of the
prehistoric goals; the 2003 field season will
concentrate upon study of excavated materials
from Umbro with some further testing at
Penitenzeria. At the same time, the Classical
part of the project, which began about three
years later, really began major excavations this
year at the Umbro Greek site, creating a sound
platform for area excavations there in 2003.

In addition, we had several subsidiary
aims. Besides the perennial goal of extending
our survey to cover new territories, we wanted
to finish the excavation of the Bronze Age
structure at Umbro. Here, the complete
habitation surface had been exposed in 2001; we
wanted now to excavate below this to bedrock to
understand the construction history of the place.
A considerable amount of crew energy was
devoted to processing, drawing, and studying
artifacts as they were excavated. Finally, we
wanted to pursue the opportunity of undertaking
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2. 2001 FIELD SURVEY (DAVID YOON)
the sites found so far, see Table 1. The sites are
as follows:

2.1. Background and methods
Because of a shortage of vehicles and
the pressure of completing excavation goals,
field survey was very limited in 2002. As a
result, all survey was conducted within walking
distance of the excavations at Umbro, except for
one day in the middle San Pasquale valley.
Within these constraints, we attempted to extend
the zones of continuous coverage in these two
zones, especially in locations within the 25%
transect sample defined in 2000. We also
resurveyed some areas where further verification
of earlier results was needed.

Site 55 (Penitenzeria B, Area 315).
Site, 0.08 ha. Prehistoric. This site is a small,
sparse surface scatter of prehistoric pottery,
located about 100 meters from Site 30 and less
than 200 meters from Site 31 (the excavated
Penitenzeria site, see below). Probably none of
the prehistoric finds were diagnostic, but the
ceramic fabric generally resembles Neolithic
wares more than those of the Bronze Age. Also,
one chip of obsidian was found, supporting a
Neolithic date. A few finds of Greek or Roman
date probably represent background scatter
related to land use from nearby sites of those
periods.

The methods used in 2002 were the
same as those used in previous years, except that
the crew size was smaller, varying from one to
three persons (this was found to be equally or
more efficient in small areas, often with broken
terrain). The basic units were single fields or
arbitrarily defined tracts called “areas”, ranging
in size from 0.1 to 4.3 hectares. All areas were
walked in parallel transects 10 meters apart,
insofar as slope and vegetation allowed. When a
site was recognized, additional collections from
10 m2 units were made systematically spaced on
a pair of crossed axes.

Site 56 (Penitenzeria C, Area 316).
Site, 0.4 ha. Prehistoric. This site is another
sparse surface scatter of prehistoric pottery very
near Site 55. In addition, a cut bank along the
new road around this area contained artifacts in
one small section. They were in a thin,
undifferentiated layer of soil directly above
bedrock, so they most likely represent a local
accumulation of slope wash containing artifacts.
The finds from the road cut are relatively large
and well preserved, though, so it is likely that
they have not moved often or far. Apart from a
few Greek or Roman artifacts that probably
represent background scatter, this site yielded a
diverse collection of prehistoric materials,
including pottery fragments of various fabrics
(some resembling Late Neolithic Diana wares
and others resembling Bronze Age wares), a
discoidal ceramic weight, two chips of obsidian,
and a chip probably from a groundstone tool.
The ceramics included a few diagnostics: a
straight square rim in a fine Diana-like fabric
and two tab handles in a coarse orange-brown
fabric.

The 2002 survey was conducted on 7
days between 3 and 22 July, with a single crew
of one or three persons each day, for a total of
16 person-days of work. We assigned 31 new
area numbers (310 to 340): of these, one was an
accidental find that was not surveyed
systematically (see Site 59 below), and one was
assigned to an area surveyed in 2001 to correct a
numbering error that year. Several of the new
area numbers were assigned to locations around
Umbro that had been previously surveyed,
mostly in 1997, but that were rechecked in more
detail this year now that the pattern of
surrounding sites was more obvious. In all, we
surveyed approximately 28 hectares in 2002, of
which 5.6 had been surveyed in previous years
and 22.4 were new, bringing the cumulative
total since 1997 to approximately 5.5 km2.

Site 57 (Alupu, Area 317). Site, 0.25
ha. Prehistoric, Medieval? This area, located
very close to Site 56, contained a diffuse scatter
of artifacts extending down a long slope. Only
the upper portion of the scatter has been
included in the measurement of site size, since
the lower part is likely to be slopewash from
above. The collection is very mixed, including
prehistoric, Roman, and medieval pottery. The
quantity of Roman pottery is small and may be
background scatter relative to a nearby site. The
quantity of medieval pottery is also small, but

2.2. Sites investigated in 2001
Five new site numbers were assigned in
2002 (55 to 59). For an updated summary of all
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background scatter for this period is unusual. It
may be unusual background scatter relating to
Site 58 or it may be another small site, probably
entirely destroyed by erosion. The main
component, however, accounting for most of the
artifacts collected, is clearly prehistoric. The
only prehistoric diagnostic is a body sherd with
an applied cordon, probably dating to the later
Bronze Age or Iron Age. The other prehistoric
pottery collected is very diverse and may
represent a mixture of Neolithic and Bronze Age
components.

question to assess is whether these finds
represent residential or agricultural sites similar
to those found already at lower altitudes or if
they represent a different, possibly less intensive
form of land use.

2.3. Discussion
The most distinctive pattern noticeable
in this year’s results is the increase in the cluster
of sites around the Umbro plateau. When plotted
on a geological map, they are very clearly
associated with a particular formation of
limestone and calcarenite with sandy and
conglomerate horizons. Of the nine definite sites
located around the Umbro plateau, all are
located on this formation, and a possible tenth
site may be as well. In addition, many occur at
or near places where this formation borders
underlying clay deposits. It would be worth
investigating whether this pattern holds true in
other parts of the study area, or if it is specific to
Umbro. If this association is real, may be due to
factors such as the attractive possibility of
springs around the margins of the limestone and
sandstone plateau and the ready availability of
building stone.

Site 58 (Vaghi, Area 322). Site, 0.17
ha. Roman, Medieval? Located on a terraced
slope south of the Umbro Greek site, this site is
a small but concentrated scatter directly above
the new road around Umbro. In addition to
abundant roof tile and local Roman coarsewares,
the pottery includes fragments of African
amphora, African beige plainware, and grooved
Late Roman amphora 2. The last indicates that
at least part of the occupation of the site fell in
the period between AD 450 and 650. Other
diagnostics (678-1 and 650-2) included a
grooved handle with red painted decoration and
a cooking pot in coarse local fabric with a
simple outcurved rim. Some of the local fabrics
are quite coarse and tempered more with schist
than with quartz, which may be indicative of an
early medieval date. An African amphora base
of the fifth or sixth century and an almost
complete Roman cover tile (690-1 and 690-2)
were found in road-grading scree just below the
site. The presence of relatively large and
abundant artifacts in this recently disturbed
material suggests that intact stratigraphy may
exist somewhere on this site, possibly in small
pockets protected by the terracing of the
hillside.

A second point worth noting is the
extensive scatter of prehistoric material along
the southern edge of the Umbro plateau. Sites
30, 55, 56, and 57 form an almost continuous
spread of prehistoric artifacts covering a
considerable area. They probably result from
multiple occupations, since a wide chronological
range appears to be present, and the current
surface distribution has undoubtedly been
affected by erosion and slope movement to a
considerable degree. It is not clear, therefore,
whether the present pattern is the result of
numerous small but discrete sites that have
partially merged together on the surface, or of a
large area with repeated unstructured smallscale occupation that resulted in a continuous
scatter of artifacts now broken into site-like
clusters by erosion. Unfortunately, these surface
sites are all likely to be too eroded for
excavation to reveal much about their structure
or occupational history.

Site 59 (Campi, Area 318). Scatter.
Greek. During a recreational excursion in the
Campi di Bova plateau, J. Robb found three
fragments of Greek black glazed pottery. The
findspot will have to be examined and recorded
in more detail in a future season. However, it is
very significant in being the first pre-modern
find for our survey so far in the interior and so
high in elevation (at ca. 1200 meters above sea
level). They may perhaps be put into relation
with the recent finding of Greek black gloss
pottery at Bova Castello as well (J. Robb, April
2002), at 10 km inland and 800 meters above
sea level (though one must also consider the
possibility that the latter was not used at Bova
Superiore but brought in with soil used in
constructing the Castello). The most important

Considering the limitations on the
survey this year, these are useful results, adding
significantly to our understanding of prehistoric
settlement in the region. Site 58 is also
significant, because it finally ends the puzzling
absence of Roman settlement around Umbro.
Human burials dated radiometrically to the 1st-
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5th century BC have been found at Umbro (see
BMAP Report 1998), but they were
unaccompanied by any Roman material culture
and clearly not part of a site per se. Finally, the
Greek finds at Site 59 are very important for
establishing ancient land use in the highlands,
and more attention to the vicinity of this scatter
is clearly necessary.

Figure 1. Survey areas and sites in area of
Umbro. Large numbers are site numbers (see list
in Table 1); outlined areas are areas surveyed in
1997-2001; lighter shaded areas area areas
surveyed in 2002; darker shaded areas indicate
approximate extent of new sites found in 2002
(sites 55, 56, 57, 58). Umbro Neolithic and
Bronze Age site is site 9, Penitenzeria is site 31,
Limaca is site 16, Umbro Greek site is site 18.

Finally, we wish to report that none of
the sites found in this year's survey or found in
earlier years and revisited this year appears
threatened with destruction and in need of legal
protection. Site 58 has probably been affected
somewhat by recent road-building on the new
Bova Marina – Bova Superiore road through
Umbro, but it was almost certainly severely
eroded before this and there seems no ongoing
damage to mitigate.
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Figure 2. Survey areas and sites in the middle
San Pasquale valley. Large numbers are site
numbers (see list in Table 1); outlined areas are
areas surveyed in 1997-2001; shaded areas area
areas surveyed in 2002.
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Table 1. Sites to date (P = prehistoric; G = Greek; R = Roman; Med = medieval; Mod = modern).
Site
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

Area
2
2,3,50
5
6
7
9,10,83
10,84
13
16
26
28,29
30–37etc.
47
51,55,206
52
58
66
24
72
76
79
88,89
91
96,158
98
99
100
101
8,81,82,87
130
133
136
117
123
104
143
145,196
6
165
169
137,214
198,208
224
240
241–246
197
237
231?
212
211
201,203
258
285
235
315
316
317
322
318

Type
site
site
site
site
site
site
site
scatter
site
site
site (2 sites?)
site
site
site
site
site
scatter
site
scatter?
scatter
scatter
site
scatter
site
site
site
site
site
scatter
site
site
site
site
site
scatter
scatter
scatter
site?
site?
site?
site
site
site
site
site
site?
site
scatter?
scatter
scatter
site
site
site
site?
site
site
site
site
scatter

Size
ca. 1 ha?
ca. 2 ha?
ca. 0.5 ha
0.4 ha
ca. 4 ha
ca. 1 ha
—
ca. 0.15 ha
ca. 0.5 ha
?
ca. 8 ha
ca. 0.5 ha
ca. 1.0 ha
?
0.4 ha
—
0.2 ha
?
—
—
> 1.5 ha
—
ca. 0.15 ha
ca. 0.6 ha
?
< 0.01 ha
?
—
ca. 0.35 ha
ca. 0.15 ha
?
ca. 0.01 ha?
< 0.1 ha
—
—
—
?
?
?
?
ca. 0.5 ha
ca. 0.2 ha?
0.08?
> 1.9 ha
0.09
0.1
?
—
?
0.15
0.2 ha
0.05 ha
0.01 ha
0.08 ha
0.40 ha
0.25 ha
0.17 ha
--
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Date
P
R
P
R
P
R
P
P,R
P
Med,Mod
P?,R,Med?
P,G,R,Mod
R
R
P
P
P
G
G?
R
P
R,Med
P
R
P,Med?,Mod
R
R?/Med?
P
R
P
P
P,R
G
R
R
R
G?,R?
R
P
P
R
R
R
G
P,Med,Mod
P,R
R
R
Med?
R,Med?
P?,G,R
P?,Med
R
Med?
P
P
P, R, Med
R, Med?
G

Name
Canturatta a/San Pasquale
Canturatta b
Pisciotta a
Pisciotta b
Pisciotta c
Deri a/San Pasquale
Deri b
Pisciotta d
Umbro a
Torre Crisafi
Cimitero
Mazza
Pisciotta e
Panaghia a
Agrillei
Umbro b/Limaca
Limaca
Umbro c/Umbro Greek
Penitenzeria
Buccisa a
Buccisa b
Sideroni/Amigdala
Carusena
Zaccaria
Sant’Aniceto
Climarda
Vadicamo
Papagallo
Pisciotta f
Umbro d
Umbro e/Penitenzeria
Marcasita a
Cromidi
Vunemo
Cecilia
Panaghia b
Panaghia c
Pisciotta g
Agrillei b
Agrillei c
Marcasita b
Panaghia d
Turdari
Grappidà a
Bova castello
L’Annunziata a
Filiciana a
?
Agrillei d
L’Annunziata b
San Precopio
Grappidà b
Limaccaria
Filiciana b
Penitenzeria b
Penitenzeria C
Alupu
Vaghi
Campi
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3. PREHISTORIC EXCAVATIONS AT UMBRO AND PENITENZERIA (JOHN ROBB)
the project is to understand the nature of postNeolithic occupation of the area, and this is
furthered by investigation of the Bronze Age
sites at Umbro, Limaca, and Penitenzeria.

3.1. Introduction: previous work,
goals, and methods for this season
The principal prehistoric achievement
of the Bova Marina Archaeological Project to
date has been the excavation of the Neolithic
rock shelter at Umbro. The first extensively
excavated Neolithic site in the province of
Reggio Calabria, Umbro has yielded a
stratigraphy with Stentinello, Diana and Copper
Age levels. The site is a small and inconvenient
location but was used repeatedly for long
periods, with dated occupations from the sixth
through the third millennia BC. The site was
probably not a permanent habitation, but pottery
was made and live animals were kept there (see
BMAP reports for 2000 and 2001 for further
detail).

Methods of excavation are described in
previous annual reports; any variations from
these for particular contexts are described
below.

3.2. Umbro Trench 6 (the Early
Bronze Age site)
Trench 6 at Umbro had been under
excavation for three years; the Bronze Age pot
deposition and surface had been unearthed in
1999, most of the surface had been excavated in
2000, and the remaining (northwestern) corner
had been dug in 2001. Our goals in 2002 were
to excavate below the Bronze Age surface down
to bedrock or sterile sediments in order to
understand the construction and nature of the
area and to finish work here definitively.

The later prehistoric landscape of the
area has many sites, but they are generally
poorly dated. Deflated, eroded or virtually
destroyed scatters of Bronze Age pottery are
known at Limaca, Umbro Trench 4, and
Penitenzeria, and many undated pottery scatters
are also known in the area (see Figure 1 for
some recent finds). Of these, the only one to
reveal preserved Bronze Age structures is
Umbro. Here, in Trench 6, an
oval surface, partially covered
with a cobbled pavement, was
excavated with a deposition of
three complete Rodi-TindariVallelunga pots. This site was
dated radiometrically to the first
half of the second millennium
BC (see BMAP report for 2001).

Figure 3. Trench 6 from above and east at end

There
were
two
primary goals of prehistoric
excavation in 2002. The first
was to finish excavation of the
Bronze Age structure in Trench
6 at Umbro. The second was to
open a large area excavation in
the Neolithic site at Penitenzeria.
of 2001 season.

While these seem disparate goals, they
are related within the overall structure of our
prehistoric research. One of the long term goals
of the Bova Marina Research Project is to
understand the nature of Neolithic settlement in
Calabria. The Penitenzeria site is an open-air
site which complements the excavated rockshelter site nearby at Umbro. Another goal of

We began excavating in squares –6n/60e (ultimately to 230 cm below trench datum)
and –7n/-60e (to 270 cm), with the idea of
taking a north-section of the structure down to
its stratigraphic base. After this had been
accomplished, we excavated a second row of
squares down to sterile (-6n/-59e to 215 cm, -
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7n/-59e to 230 cm, and –8n/-59e to 260 cm).
We also removed some sediments in the squares
to the south along the top of the bedrock to
clarify the nature of the rocks present (-8n/-60e,
1
-9n/-60e, and –9n/-59e).

formations. Stratum IV consisted of a hard,
rubbery, sterile light brownish sandy clay (10yr
5/3). At its maximum, Stratum IV was about 50
cm thick. Both Stratum III and Stratum IV were
not continuous over the entire area; both formed
an oval patch about 3 meters wide (north-south).
Their east-west extent is not known as it was
truncated on the west by historic terracebuilding, but it probably did not extend much
beyond the 4 meters preserved today. To the
north of this area, Stratum II lay directly upon
Stratum V. Stratum V was a softer, whitish
(10yr 5/1) sandy clay which clearly derived
from the dissolution of the underlying bedrock.

Figure 4. Trench 6 from above and east at end
of 2002 excavations.

Strata I and II were not encountered in
this year's digging, as both had been removed in
past excavation. We began with Stratum III, the
Bronze Age surface. For about 10 cm below its
base, the soil contained a high number of sherds
and some small rock. Relatively rapidly below
this, however, both rocks and sherds
disappeared, and the sediments shifted to the
hard, rubbery brown clay of Stratum IV. Except
where it had obviously undergone disturbance,
this brown clay was completely free of artifacts.
This was primarily so in the northernwards
squares excavated (-6n/-59e and –6n/-60e). To
the south of these, darker, softer soil continued
downwards in patches, mixed with stones and
pottery, to a depth of about 200 cm. This clearly
resulted from some intrusion into Stratum IV,
and we questioned the possibility that it might
represent a footer trench, pit or some other
archaeological feature. However, as the
excavation proceeded, this disturbance occupied
a more and more irregular volume. It appeared
to slope against the bedrock on the south, and to
form a slightly baggy "v" in north-south section
which was wider to the east and narrower to the
west. It seems to have been an irregular hole or
erosional gully. The homogeneity of the
sediments it contained and the jumbled pattern
of both rocks and sherds suggested it had been
filled in relatively rapidly.

As one would expect for an area already so
well-explored, the basic strata exposed were the
same as those previously known (see BMAP
reports for 2000 and 2001). Stratum I, the
topsoil, was a medium brown (10yr 4/2) sandy
loam, as was Stratum II, a layer of washed in
soil and heavy rock fall overlying the Bronze
Age surface. The Bronze Age surface and
associated sediments, designated Stratum III,
consisted of a medium brown (10yr 4/2) sandy
loam with frequent small rocks and sherds; it lay
at about 170-190 cm depth, sloping slightly
throughout the square. The basic matrix was
similar to that found above, but it contained
cultural material in context and showed signs of
trampling and intentional deposition. Below this
lay two distinct sterile, non-anthropogenic

To the south of this, within the 10-20
cm directly against the bedrock wall, the
sediments were much softer, much lighter, and
contained much sand. Pottery was infrequent but
not entirely unknown. This clearly

1

Following the convention used in the Bova
Marina Archaeological Project, grid squares are
designated by the grid co-ordinates of their
north-eastern corner.
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the tabular calcareous sandstone
bedrock of the site. As it was
exposed to a depth of about 1020 cm, it seemed differentiated
into
medium-size
squarish
blocks, making it strongly
resemble a dry-stone wall.
However,
after
excavation
proceeded lower, it was clear
that these were only superficial
fissures in what was really a
solid mass of bedrock.
Finally, in previous
excavations, we had identified a
horseshoe-shaped concentration
of medium and large stones at
the eastern end of the Bronze
Age surface (-8n/-57e, -8n/-59e).
Its base appeared to lie at the
level of the Bronze Age structure and it seemed
possible that it had been constructed as a hearth
or architectural feature of some kind. Hence it
was left in situ for later exploration. In 2002,
after mapping and photographing it, we
pedestalled this rock group and lifted the stones.
The stones consisted of a single layer, without
any below; nor did they rest upon a prepared
surface. There was no concentration of ash or
charcoal which might mark a hearth. It is also
worth noting that the sherd scatter associated
with the surface in Stratum III continued
beneath the stones. Overall, they seem to
represent a particularly dense point of heavy
rock fall upon the Bronze Age surface which has
dented the surface by about 10 cm, rather than a
feature intentionally built into it and
contemporary with it.

Figure 5. Trench 6, general stratigraphy of 2002
excavations, looking east.

represents a contact zone of degenerating
bedrock either through dissolution in situ or
through material falling into the hole while it
was still open.
At the southern edge of the trench, the
bedrock rose up in a low vertical “wall” which
reached a height of about 10 cm above the
Bronze Age trampling surface. It is
characterised by two especially prominent ribs
or rows of rocks about a meter apart, with lower,
softer crumbly rock between them and to the
south of them. At the beginning of excavations,
we regarded this as an outcrop of

Following these excavations, Trench 6
was backfilled up to its original ground level.

Figure 6. Bedrock in southern part of Trench 6,
Umbro.

Finds
from
this
season’s excavations were less
plentiful than in 2000 and 2001,
due to the smaller area excavated
and the sterile nature of some
levels. However, they are similar
in every respect to previous finds
from Trench 6. All sherds which
were diagnostic of a particular
period dated to the Bronze Age.
This was confirmed by both
forms (especially everted rims,
carinated bowls, and raised strap
handles)
and
decorative
techniques (e.g. cordons, and
occasionally grooving). Unusual
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finds include one sherd with a
thick, grooved applique, a very
shallow bowl or place, and a
spindle whorl. The latter is made
of rough reddish impasto, with a
smoothed but not burnished
surface. Though slightly eroded,
it has the typical biconical form
(maximum diameter 34 mm;
maximum height 23.5 mm; hole
diameter 5.5 mm; weight 25
grams).
This year’s results have
led us to re-assess our
interpretation of Trench 6.
Originally, we considered Stratum IV an
intentionally place fill, based on the regularly
shaped, curving appearance of the contact with
Stratum V below it and upon its association with
the Bronze Age surface above. However, it is
clearly a natural, sterile deposit which
coincidentally occupies an oval hollow.
Moreover, both the potenial stone structures in
the Trench – the "horseshoe" and the "wall" turn
out to be natural in origin; the former is rock
fall, the latter bedrock. We thus have an area
apparently without stone walls or structures
where sterile brown clay was exposed on the
surface. As people lived nearby, some cultural
debris accumulated, and at a certain point an
erosional gully or irregular pit was filled in to
make the site level. A cobbled living surface of
some sort was then created on top of this, which
was used for a short period and then abandoned
with three whole vessels in place upon it.

Unexcavated parts of Bronze Age site probably
exist to the left of and above boulder in wall.
below soil and was also relatively light and
permeable, but the hard, rubbery clay above it
was impermeable and slippery. Hence when
faced with a small area of the latter in their
living zone, Bronze Age people may have
preferred to fill in its irregularities it and dump a
load of cobbles upon it to help drain it and make
a dry, level living and working surface.
In the larger picture, our excavations
over the past four years have given us a much
clearer sense of the Bronze Age occupation of
Umbro. Bronze Age sites in the area seem to be
relatively insubstantial occupations which are
almost always known as disordered scatters of
pottery, often very close to bedrock (cf. Limaca,
Umbro Trench 4 and Penitenzeria; there are a
number of other undiagnostic scatters of eroded
prehistoric pottery in the area which may be
more of the same). They may have been
extensive and patchy rather than intensive sites,
as in the large site known in Condofuri. The
only architectural precedent known for this area
is at Pettigliola, where Cardosa's excavations
revealed long huts whose outlines were shown
by shallow footer trenches dug into bedrock;
without such footer trenches, the evidence of
habitations would be minimal.

This leaves several questions still
unanswered. One is the function of the cobbled
surface. While there are no remaining stone
walls around it, the bedrock may have been used
as a wall, possibly with the addition of a course
or two of stones on its top, and there may have
been other, more ephemeral structures. Here it
may be relevant that while much pottery has
been found here, there are almost no daub, stone
tools, or bone, which may suggest it is not a
domestic context. Alternatively, the area may
have simply been an open work surface of some
kind. A second question is why the cobbled
surface was built at all and why it coincides so
closely with a particular lense of subsoil. It may
be that the chalky, sandy sediment resulting
from degraded bedrock (Stratum V) was
generally hidden from

Trench 6 seems to be at the edge of a
larger or denser site area, to judge by the
amount of Bronze Age material washed into the
fill of the trench. Some of the heavy rock fall in
the trench may well also be the remains of walls,
as some concentrations seem disordered but
sorted to contain flattish medium-large rocks.
Where was the living area? It was probably not
on the summit of the rocks above the trench, as
there is virtually no archaeological material
evident there; even if the site had been

Figure 7. Eastern wall of Trench 6, Umbro.
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intensively eroded, one would still expect some
residual material in bedrock crevices. The most
likely area for it seems to be directly east of
Trench 6, just above and directly north of the
large boulder visible in the eastern wall of the
trench. A few pieces of pottery were found here,
and, as in Trench 6, there may be substantial
Bronze Age areas preserved buried under 2-3
meters of rock fall. For researchers particularly
interested in this period, this may well repay
extensive future work someday.

3.3.1. Introduction
The Penitenzeria site is located in a
small terraced field on the edge of the Umbro
plateau at about 380 meters above sea level,
facing south-west with views to the sea and the
Amendolea valley. The site is terraced for
farming and has been cultivated, but has
probably never been plowed mechanically. It is
currently used infrequently for pasture with half
a dozen olive trees.
The site was discovered in 1999 by J.
Robb during work nearby at Umbro. Two testpits were dug in 2000 (Trench 1 and 2); these
revealed a later prehistoric site with possible
Neolithic deposits beneath it, but the probable
Neolithic layer was reached only on the last day
of excavation, leaving the site virtually undated.

Figure 8. Penitenzeria site plan.

In 2001, we extended the excavations
considerably; Trench 2 was expanded and

3.3. Penitenzeria
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deepened, and Trenches 3, 4, and 5 were dug.
These confirmed the presence of substantial
Neolithic strata. The stratigraphy is described
below. The bulk of the Neolithic levels date to
the Stentinello period, with a possible, less
substantial Diana level above them and
disturbed Bronze Age materials above. The
scattered test pits showed that the archaeological
deposits lie in the north-east corner of the field.

John Bernal, who had professional experience in
environmental sampling in Florida, and both he
and others (e.g. G. Ayala, pers. comm. 2002)
confirmed that the hardness of the precluded any
real data collection by this method.

With this information available, we
chose to open a large area excavation in the
north-east corner of the field, both to recover a
substantial material culture assemblage and if
possible to locate Neolithic structures. This
involved the extension of Trench 4. We also
opened two smaller stratigraphic sondages in
order to verify the presence or absence of
archaeological material in unexplored areas.

Early in the field season we excavated
two stratigraphic sondages to establish the
extent of the site in previously unexcavated
areas. The eastern half of the site was relatively
well-understood, with Trench 1 in the southcenter of the site and trenches 2, 3, 4, and 5 in
the north-east. But the western half of the site
was completely untested. Moreover, the site is
bounded on the north by a low ridge of bedrock
about three meters high and 5-10 meters wide.
with a small open field lying on the other side.
An informal inspection in April 2002 had
revealed some eroded impasto sherds on the
surface here. Hence, it was important to
understand whether the Neolithic site extended
north of the bedrock ridge or was confined to
the south of it.

3.3.2. Stratigraphic sondages: Trenches 6 and
7

Our other activities here this season
included remapping the site, which went well,
and attempting soil auguring, which did not.
The site was mapped again, using a
dumpy level and stadia rod, including extensive
altitude data. This confirmed that, although the
site appears level, it is so only by comparison
with the cliffs around it. It slopes by up to three
meters within its extent of about fifty meters (ca.
4-6% slope), and this unevenness was probably
more marked in the past as both alluvial
deposition and farming have probably made it
more level. This mapping was essential to tie the
depth measurements for each trench, currently
measured relative to a datum point for each
trench, into one system of absolute depths. Since
we are trying to trace the same strata in all six
trenches here, this topographic data provides a
key bit of information as to how the strata rise
and fall underground.

Trench 6 was a one meter square
sondage excavated in the field north of the
bedrock ridge. It was located in the middle of a
clump of low brushy trees about five meters
north of the bedrock ridge dividing this field
from the Penitenzeria site. No sherds were found
on the surface here, but experience in
Penitenzeria had showed that surface scatters
were found where sites had eroded, rather than
where underground deposits occur. The surface
where remains were found appeared to be
deflated and with little likely to remain in
context. The trench was laid out approximately
aligned on the cardinal directions but not in
accordance with the Penitenzeria site grid,
which was not extended to this area.

We also hoped to trace the stratigraphy
throughout the site through soil auguring. Using
a screw-nosed soil augur borrowed from the
University of Cambridge Department of
Geography, which took a core of approximately
10 cm diameter in sections of about 20 cm
length, we tried coring the site. However, the
soil was too hard; the augur did not cut a core
but rather very gradually reduced the core to
dust by battering its way painfully into the soil.
At about 20 cm depth, we were forced to give
up due to the great effort involved to get even
this deep, and by the fact that it did not result in
any observable core. Coring was carried out by

While several strata could be
distinguished in Trench 6, it would be
misleading to emphasize the stratigraphy. It was
essentially all the same sediment all the way
down. The basic matrix was a very sandy loam,
light yellowish-brown in color, which varied
from 10yr 5/1 to 10yr 5/3 in hue. The main
variation seemed to be in the amount of rock it
contained, which lightened the soil when it
occurred. The stratigraphy was as follows:
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angular bedrock fragments.
Stratum III. 30-80 cm.
Sandy loam, 10yr 5/3.
Stratum IV. 80-100 cm.
Sandy loam, 10yr 5/1. This layer
contained a dense horizon of
small to medium sized bedrock
fragments. While the base of the
horizon was irregular, it ran
roughly horizontally, with a
slight slope downwards to the
south.
Stratum V. 100-150 cm.
Sandy loam, 10yr 5/2. Same
sediments, very little rock.
No sign of bedrock was
evident at the base of the trench;
digging was stopped because the trench had
been archaeologically sterile for at least 50 cm.
It was also approaching the depth at which
excavation became problematic both for the lack
of space and for safety considerations due to the
loose, unconsolidated nature of the sediments.

Figure 9. Penitenzeria, Trench 6, general
location, view from west. Trench is located in
clump of brush in background.

Overall, the results of Penitenzeria
Trench 6 were decisively negative. The trench
was excavated to 150 cm. In all this depth, only
6 sherds were found, the deepest at 50-60 cm
below the surface. All were small and highly
eroded; only one was greater than 2 cm, and
none were diagnostic of any period.
There clearly are no substantial
archaeological strata here, unless they are very
deeply buried. The loose, unconsolidated sandy
sediments suggest rapid deposition, and
probably with a considerable amount of root
penetration from the brushy trees here.
However, even with these disturbance factors,
one would expect to find some indication of a
substantial site if one were here.
It remains possible that there are
archaeological deposits elsewhere in this field.
However, it is equally possible that the sherds
found on the surface have been washed down
from the steep slope above it to the north;
undated. Eroded prehistoric pottery is found
sporadically on the surface of this slope and the
rocky basin may be the final destination of some
of it.

Figure 10. Penitenzeria, Trench 6. View to east.

Stratum I. surface – 20 cm. Sandy
loam, 10yr 5/3; little rock.

Trench 7 was located in the western
side of the Penitenzeria site, where no
excavations had been made. Although Trenches

Stratum II. 20 cm – 30 cm. Sandy
loam, 10yr 5/1, containing a horizon of small
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1-5 suggested that the densest deposits were in
the north-east corner of the field, it was possible
that the archaeological strata continued here. A
one meter square trench was laid out at 12e 46n,
and excavated in 10-centimeter

depth, the sediments had been sterile for 20-30
cm and excavation become difficult due to
limited space.
The basic stratigraphy in Trench 7 was
the same as encountered elsewhere at
Penitenzeria (see below). In brief, the top three
strata were all light sandy loam (10yr 4/2).
Within this the strata were distinguished not by
the sediment but by what had happened to it.
Stratum I represented a thin grass root zone,
Stratum II representing a
probable and poorly defined
plow zone, and Stratum III
representing a less disturbed
depth of the same soil. Through
all of these levels, archaeological
finds were relatively sparse
(Table 2). Between 60 and 100
cm the sediments were almost or
entirely sterile. Levels I-III are
very deep here. Since these
strata represent post-Neolithic
slopewash, this depth may reflect
the fact that this trench is located
in slightly lower part of the site
where colluvium has probably
collected.

Figure 11. Penitenzeria, Trench 7. General view
from east of trench location (near excavator in
center-right).

Figure 12. Penitenzeria, Trench 7. Eastern
profile.

With Stratum IV, however, we
encountered the familiar dark brown (10yr 3/2)
clayey loam which represents the Stentinello
horizon elsewhere in the site. Here the stratum,
which is well over a meter thick in the area of
Trenches 2 and 3, is compressed to within about
15 cm total depth. Finds were much more
common than above.
Below this thin stratum, we
encountered the hard, light (10 yr 5/3), sterile
sandy clay of Stratum V. As elsewhere, this
stratum showed no evidence of human activities.
Very few chronologically diagnostic
pieces were found in Trench 7. One piece of
obsidian was found between 10-20 cm depth; a
fragment of Greek black-slipped pottery came
from 30-40, two buff prehistoric finewares came
from 40-50, and one impressed sherd was found
in 70-80 cm.
Compared to other trenches, the
Neolithic stratum (IV) here is relatively thin and
sparse. Trench 7 confirms that, unless the site
contains small dense patches of remains
scattered about, the main area of the site is
indeed located in the north-eastern corner
around Trench 4.

arbitrary levels to a depth of 150 cm. At this
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goals: (1) to recover a substantial Neolithic
assemblage for analysis, preferably with
absolute dates, and (2) to try to locate Neolithic
structures. We decided to extend this trench
westwards off the existing Trench 4, as this
allowed us to work off a known stratigraphy.
Extending
Trench
4
eastwards
was
impracticable without damaging a mature olive
tree.

Table 2. Finds in Penitenzeria Trench 7.
Depth

Stratum

Ceramics

Lithics

0-10

I

5

1

10-20

II/III

10

1

20-30

II/III

4

0

30-40

II/III

7

1

40-50

II/III

9

1

50-60

II/III

3

1

60-70

II/III

1

0

70-80

II/III

1

0

80-90

II/III

0

0

90-100

II/III

0

0

100-110

II/III

8

10

110-120

II/III

20

2

120-130

IV/V

3

0

130-140

V

8

8

140-150

V

8

8

An extension four meters north-south
and four meters east-west was laid out, creating
a four by five meter trench 4 (from 36e to 40e
and from 46n to 49n). This seemed as large an
area as we were likely to be able to excavate in
this field season; it was a slight over-estimate, as
it turned out. The ground surface in this area
sloped gently; from the northeast corner to the
southwestern corner (a distance diagonally of
about 7 meters) there was a difference of about
50 cm.
The method of excavation was
designed to balance progress and caution. In the
Trench 4 sondage, the Neolithic level began at
approximately 80 cm below the ground surface,
and all materials above this level appeared
mixed and out of context. The top 30 cm or so
were clearly plowzone. It was clear that
excavating a large area stratigraphically in
arbitrary levels or strata from the surface
downwards would take a lot of time hence
severely limit the area of Neolithic strata we
could excavate, and since these sediments were
disturbed, little information would be recovered.

3.3.3. Area excavations: Trench 4
Trench 4 was begun in 2001 as a one
by two meter stratigraphic sondage at 40 east/
48-49 north. At a depth of about 80 cm below
the surface, we encountered a difference: the
northern side of the trench was hard, sterile
sandy clay, while the southern side of the trench
was hard, rocky dark soil with Stentinello
pottery. This looked possibly the
border of a trench or pit. Hence,
rather than continue downwards,
we
extended
the
trench
southwards another two meters
to check if this was the case. The
same dark brown rocky soil
continued southwards to the limit
of the trench. Unless it were a
very large feature (such as a
ditch more than three meters
wide), this suggested it was an
archaeological stratum bounded
sharply at the north.

Figure 13. . Area of Trench 4 before 2002
excavations (2001 Trench 4 is backfilled,
beneath
olive
tree
in
background).

In 2002, we wanted to
open a wide area excavation in
this general zone. We had two
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Figure 14. Penitenzeria Trench 4.
b. Trench 4, 2002 excavations from north,
after removing plow zone and upper soil to
80 cm below datum.

a. 2001 Trench 4 excavation,
looking north; note contrast
between dark rocky soil
(Stratum IV) and sterile
lighter soil at far end of
trench (Stratum V).

c. Trench 4, 2002 excavations from
north, at 100 cm below datum; note
contrast between darker Stratum IV on
left and lighter Stratum III on right.

d. Trench 4, 2002 excavations
from north, at end of excavation.
Most of trench is at 130 or 140
cm below datum; note contrast
between dark rocky Stratum IV
and lighter III still evident in
south-western corner. Note also
sondages in south-western corner
and center of eastern side.
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Figure 15. Penitenzeria Trench 4 sections.

east (left) to west (right); note also faint dark
lense across profile about 20-30 cm below
ground surface.

a. eastern profile. Note curving contact between
Stratum IV and Stratum V (sterile) and contrast
between Stratum III and Stratum IV.

d. (next page) north profile. Note sterile V at
base of stratigraphy; lack of clear stratification
above it.

b. west profile; note sterile V on north (right)
and slope of III and IV.
c. south profile. Note slope in Stratum IV from
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We therefore decided to strip the
plowzone to a uniform level of about 70 cm
below the trench datum (the ground surface at
the highest, northeastern corner of the trench).
The 2001 testing, in which a substantial area had
been excavated in 10-cm spits, provided a
stratigraphic record of the stratigraphy thus
cleared rapidly. Due to the slope of the surface,
the level stripped away rapidly varied in
thickness, from 70 cm in the north-eastern
corner to about 40 cm in the south-western
corner. These sediments were not screened,
though some material was collected from them
through a moderately careful grab sample. All of
these materials were bagged together under the
designation “plowzone”, though much of the
sediment was actually below the level of
plowing and lacked archaeological context for
other reasons (e.g. erosion and alluviation).

This strategy worked well, though in
retrospect it might have been better to excavate
a slightly smaller area to a greater depth. At the
end of the season, we had reached a depth of
130-140 cm in much of the square and 120-130
cm in the rest. This was well into the Neolithic
levels at the northeast side, but just exposing
them on the southwest side. However, two
sondages, each of two square meters, were dug
completely down to sterile soil in order to
establish the complete stratigraphy. One was on
the eastern side (40 e/47-48 n) and the other in
the southwestern corner of the trench (36e/46-47
n).
Upon excavation, it was clear that there
are basically three kinds of sediments in Trench
4. These are the same as elsewhere in the site.
First, there is a light brown sandy clayey loam.
This included Stratum I (the thin superficial
level of grass roots), II (the plow zone), and III.

The next level after this was defined as
"plow-zone to 80 cm"; approximately 10 cm
thick but varying somewhat, it evened out
irregularities in depth of the stripped level.
Below this depth, excavation was carried out in
arbitrary levels of 10 cm. When a stratigraphic
distinction was visible within a level, excavation
followed the natural stratigraphy. This was done
for a number of reasons. Although the
stratigraphy was reasonably clear in section,
excavation in arbitrary levels allowed more
rapid progress, as there was less delay in
attempting to isolate soil changes as they
emerged. In retrospect, this was a useful tactic,
as there were several irregular and discontinuous
soil zonations in Stratum III which resembled
initially the top of Stratum IV. Finally,
excavation in arbitrary levels allows materials to
be isolated by depth within natural strata. Since
Stratum IV, the Stentinello level, is between 50
and 100 cm thick, this will allow analysis of
changes in material culture within this period.

It should be noted that Stratum III was
subdivided in the 2001 excavations and part of it
was designated IV; however, in 2002 the strata
were re-designated and these sediments were all
called Stratum III. This seemed the most
reasonable approach, as it became clear in the
larger excavation that the difference between
Strata III and IV as designated earlier was a
subtle, patchy and local distinction which did
not represent the depositional sequence over a
larger area (see Table 4 for concordance). The
site finds inventory database was modified to
reflect the new designations.
Stratum I2 consists of a light brown
2

For didactic purposes in training student crew
members to see differences between sediments,
we experimented with characterizing each
stratum with an appropriate flavor of ice cream.
The homogeneous light brown Strata I-III were
likened to coffee (caffe) or hazelnut (bacio),
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clayey loam (10yr 5/2) with a moderate amount
of sand in it. It is about 10 cm thick, containing
the root zone for the sparse grass and weeds
covering the site, and contains much recent
organic material. The structure is moderately
compact and granular. Stratum II is the same
sediment but without the roots. It is about 20 cm
thick and poorly defined by slight differences in
texture which suggest the effect of recent
historic plowing.

occupation of the area.
Below Strata I-III, there is a much
darker brown, very hard and stony level
(Stratum IV, formerly V). This consists of a
clayey loam with little sand, approximately 10yr
4/1 in color. It is visible throughout the square
south of this, and reaches a thickness of 60 cm
at the south edge of the trench. However, it
becomes a little indistinct at the north edge of
the trench, perhaps because as it becomes
thinner and rises up over the bank of underlying
sterile clay it merges with other, more
superficial layers and is more susceptible to
disturbance. It contained moderate to very dense
concentrations of bedrock fragments in all sizes
up to about 40 cm, particularly in the eastern
half of the square. Although the stones occurred
in horizons, with noticeably higher density near
the top of the stratum, they were never in
position to suggest constructions, nor were they
consistently of selected sizes or shapes to
suggest the presence of a now-destroyed
structure. Stratum IV also contained dispersed,
small daub fragments, charcoal fragments, and
artifacts and bone. Its dark color is probably due
to human use, and overall it seems to be a
midden deposit.

Stratum III is basically the same
sediment but more compacted and slightly
darker in color (10yr 4/2). The stratum varies in
thickness from about 30 cm on the north side of
the trench to about 60 cm on the south side. It
showed a fair amount of root activity,
particularly of medium-sized olive roots which
often penetrated downwards until they hit the
hard, rocky top of Stratum IV and then ran
sideways along the top of the contact between
the two strata.
One particular feature of this stratum is
an extensive lense of darker soil which occurs
near its top. This lense is visible more or less
continuously across the south profile between 30
and 45 cm below the ground surface (equivalent
to 40-50 cm below trench datum at the southeastern corner and 80-90 cm below the surface
at the south-western corner). It does not contain
a noticeably higher concentration of stones or
artifacts, but is a slightly darker color
(approximately 10yr 4/3). It is also visible in the
eastern profile, though more patchily and less
distinctly, but there is no trace of it in the north
and west profiles. At the depth it occurs, it
would have lain in the upper levels stripped
rapidly through most of the trench; it appeared
during excavation only in the south-western
quarter of the trench, where it sometimes was at
first taken erroneously by excavators to herald
the beginning of Stratum IV. However, in the
40e row of squares, excavate in 10-cm levels in
2001, this lense fell approximately in the depth
in which Bronze Age diagnostics occurred,
which may suggest an unintensive Bronze Age

Finally, the basal sediment is a very
compact light brown sandy clay (Stratum V,
formerly designated VI) which is completely
sterile and clearly geological in origin. This lies
at about 50 cm below the surface at the north
side of the trench, but within a meter or so it
rapidly sinks 80-100 cm. During the Neolithic
this must have formed a low, slightly hollow
bank of exposed sterile clay. Stratum IV was
clearly formed within the hollow of this bank
(for example, many sherds were nestled up
against the sterile bank which formed a slightly
concave place where they collected).
The basic stratigraphy of Trench 4 is
straightforwardly interpreted as a series of
geological
depositions
with
a
major
anthropogenic deposit in Stratum IV. The same
basic succession is revealed in other trenches at
Penitenzeria (where, for example, it would be
interesting to investigate whether the dark lense
within Stratum III in Trench 4 thickens to
become the upper dark zone called the top of IV
in Trench II). Parallels can even be drawn with
other nearby sites. The sterile clay of Stratum V
in particular strongly resembles Stratum IV in
Umbro Trench 6, and probably has the same
geological origin. Strata I-III resemble Strata I-

while the darker, compact, artifact-rich Stratum
IV resembled "rocky road" (closest local
equivalent: gianduia with nuts added). While
this technique will probably never replace
Munsell color categories, as an educational
strategy, this proved highly effective, though
one unforeseen side effect was often a mass
exodus to the gelateria at the end of the day.
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III at Umbro Trench 6 and Strata I-III in Umbro
Trench 1, and seem to be the basic soil formed
by weathering the underlying calcareous
sandstone.

Table 3. Status of Penitenzeria Trench 4 at end
of fieldwork

Similarly, the artifacts recovered reveal
a clear stratigraphy. While absolute depths vary
because the strata slope throughout the trench,
the relative positions of each ware within a
given square are the same. Stratum IV contains
clearly diagnostic Diana wares , but contains
abundant Stentinello and Impressed pottery.
These wares are rare in the strata above. Where
clear Diana diagnostics are found, they tend to
turn up in the lower levels of Stratum III. Where
clear Bronze Age diagnostics turn up, they tend
to lie in the upper to middle levels of Stratum
III.

49n

48n

36e
Excav. to
110 cm
(Stratum
V -sterile)1, 5

37e
Excav. to
110 cm
(Stratum
V -sterile) 1,

38e
Excav. to
110 cm
(Stratum
V -sterile) 1,

39e
Excav. to
110 cm
(Stratum
V -sterile) 1,

40e
Excav. to
110 cm
(Stratum
V -sterile) 2,

5

5

5

5

Excav. to
140 cm
(Stratum
V/ IV) 1,

Excav. to
130 cm
(Stratum
V/ IV) 1,

Excav. to
140 cm
(Stratum
V/ IV) 1,

Excav. to
140 cm
(Stratum
V/ IV) 1,

5

5

5

5

Excav. to
160 cm
(Stratum
V–
sterile) 2,
4, 5

47n

Although we examined all levels and
sections for features, none were found. Within
each stratum, this is not too surprising, as a posthole dug into Stratum III and then filled with the
same sediments would be difficult to see; the
same is true for Stratum IV. However, features
crossing the contact between the two would
have been very clear. About five small possible
post-holes were noted as the contact was
exposed, but as each was sectioned and
excavated, it turned out to be a relatively
shallow dimple in the surface of IV rather than a
dug-in feature. On the good side, this allows us
at least to exclude the presence of major
disturbance to Stratum IV (for example through
olive or vine planting). While we can suggest
the absence of post-built structures, it is easier to
be sure about the absence of both hearths and
the stereotypical, substantial Neolithic hut of
wood and daub. Either there were no such
habitation structures at the site or they were in
areas not excavated, leaving this area as
primarily used for midden disposal.

Excav. to
190 cm
(Stratum
V–
sterile) 1,3

Excav. to
130 cm
(Stratum
IV) 1

Excav. to
130 cm
(Stratum
IV) 1

Excav. to
140 cm
(Stratum
IV) 1

,

46n

Excav. to
200 cm
(Stratum
V -sterile) 1,

4

Excav. to
130 cm
(Stratum
IV) 1

Excav. to
130 cm
(Stratum
IV) 1

Excav. to
140 cm
(Stratum
IV) 1

3

1 topsoil stripped to 80 cm, then excavated in 10 cm
levels
2 excavated in 10 cm levels from surface to 110 in
2001 field season, then in 10 cm levels in 2002 field
season
3 west sondage, excavated to sterile (Stratum V)
4 east sondage, excavated to sterile (Stratum V)
5 bank of sterile (Stratum V) along north edge of
square occupies all or part of square
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Table 4. Summary of Penitenzeria stratigraphy
Stratum
name 2002

2001
name

Sediments

Cultural

I

I

sandy clayey loam, 10yr 5/2; root
zone of present sparse grass, ca. 10
cm thick

Contains material from all periods,
though Neolithic diagnostics
infrequent; sporadic modern
material close to surface

II

II

sandy clayey loam, 10yr 5/2; plow
zone, ca. 20 cm thick

Contains material from all periods,
though Neolithic diagnostics
infrequent; some sporadic modern
material

III

III and
IV

sandy clayey loam, 10yr 5/2; variable
thickness; contains patchy lenses or
local horizons of darker brown
(which may represent occupation
horizons?). Archaeological materials
out of context and tumbled.

Contains material from Bronze Age
and Neolithic, though Neolithic
material is relatively infrequent and
Stentinello comes up only at
bottom; contains thin, discrete strata
of Bronze Age and Diana materials.
A few intrusive modern pieces.

IV

V

clayey loam, dark brown, 10yr 4/3,
very hard texture; contains horizons
of small-medium bedrock fragments
(up to 15 cm)

Stentinello level; little or no Diana
and post-Neolithic material

V

VI

sandy clay, light brown, 10yr 5/2;
very hard texture, almost no stones
but those present very large

sterile

VI

VII

bedrock (calcareous sandstones)

sterile

3.3.4. Absolute dating and finds

the contact with Stratum III.

One of the most useful results of the
2002 excavations was the recovery of numerous
charcoal samples for radiometric dating. Eight
samples were taken from Penitenzeria. Of these,
we decided to run dates on two, both from
Penitenzeria, Pen-3 and Pen-7. These were
carefully selected. Pen-7, from square 38e/48n
at 113 cm below trench datum, represented
scattered pieces of charcoal in dark brown
Stratum IV fill. Pen-3 was a single large chunk
of charcoal from square 40e/48n at 148.5 cm
below trench datum. The Pen-3 sample was
located in the eastern profile of the trench, in
Stratum IV, a few cm above the contact with the
sterile base of the stratigraphy Stratum V.
Neither sample showed any evidence of
disturbance
or
sources
of
possible
contamination. Stratigraphically, the samples
were chosen to bracket the bulk of the
Stentinello occupation level, with Pen-3 just
above the base and Pen-7 about 10 cm below

As with all other dates from our
fieldwork, these were carried out by Beta
Analytic, Inc. of Miami. Both required AMS
dates due to small samples with low carbon
levels. The results are as follows:
Pen-7 (close to top of Stratum IV):
Beta-169499 measured radiocarbon age 6190
+/- 40 BP; conventional radiocarbon age 6170
+/- 40 BP; 13c/12c ratio –26 o/oo; calibrated
date intercept 5070 BC; 2-sigma range for
calibrated date (95% probability) 5260-5040
BC.
Pen-3 (base of Stratum IV): Beta169498 measured radiocarbon age 6340 +/- 40
BP; conventional radiocarbon age 6350 +/- 40
BP; 13c/12c ratio –24.4 o/oo; calibrated date
intercept 5320 BC; 2-sigma range for calibrated
date (95% probability) 5380-5280 BC.
Reassuringly,
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lower date comes out earlier. In a larger context,
the dates fall well within the expected range for
Stentinello pottery. Dates from Capo Alfiere and
Acconia suggest that Stentinello pottery was
used for a long span from the earlier 6th
millennium BC through the mid 5th millennium.
This has already been confirmed by the dated
sequence from Umbro. The new Penitenzeria
dates fall directly in the center of the Stentinello
range, the later 6th millennium. In terms of the
local sequence in the South Aspromonte area,
the Penitenzeria occupation is neatly bracketed
by the dated occupations at Umbro (Table 5).
Whether this means that the two sites were
actually occupied contemporaneously or that
Penitenzeria was occupied during a period when
Umbro was not cannot be verified without
further dates from both sites.

The finds from Trench 4 can be
summarized briefly, as fauna and botanical
evidence were extremely sparse, and pottery
analysis is still in progress.
Although all sediments removed except
for the stripped plow zone (see above) were
screened in 4 mm mesh, very few faunal remains
were recovered. Almost all were highly
fragmented. For the whole trench, only 12 were
identifiable, and all of these consisted of teeth.
Among these, cattle, sheep/goats and pigs were
represented (U. Albarella, pers. comm. 2002).
While the proportion among them clearly cannot
be assessed with such a small sample, it is
interesting that cattle are represented in such a
small sample, given how few of them were
found at Umbro. However, it may be that the
intensive fragmentation has biased the sample in
favor of more heavy, robust elements from
larger animals.

Interestingly, if these dates represent
the actual occupation of the site, they suggest
that the bulk of Stratum IV – about 40-50 cm of
deposits here -- was deposited within a relatively
short interval between 20 and 340 years in
length. While the shorter occupation seems
improbable here, it makes the point that,
compared to the long occupation at Umbro,
Penitenzeria
represents
a
shorter-term
occupation.

Two flotation samples were collected.
One came from 39e/47n from the 100-110 cm
level; the other was collected 40e/47n from the
130-140 cm level. Both came from the very
hard, rocky, dark brown soil typical of Stratum
IV. For each sample, approximately 40 liters of
soil were flotated. The light and heavy fractions
were analyzed by Dr. Marina Ciaraldi
(University of Birmingham Field Archaeology
Unit). Neither one yielded analyzable
paleobotanical
remains;
although
no
contamination was evident upon excavation,
both contained some modern root hairs and
olive pits assumed to be modern in origin.

Table 5. Radiocarbon chronology for the Umbro
sequence to date.
Date
(Cal.
BC, 2-sigma
range)

Association

Site

5685–5565
5660-5485
5380-5280
5260-5040
4945-4615
4780-4515
3045-2880
2880-2580
1865-1520

Stentinello
Stentinello
Stentinello
Stentinello
Stentinello
Stentinello
Copper Age
Copper Age
Bronze Age

Umbro-5
Umbro-15
Pen-3
Pen-7
Umbro-13
Umbro-4
Umbro-3
Umbro-23
Umbro-19

Non-pottery finds included a moderate
number of very small daub fragments, which
seemed dispersed throughout the sediments.
Small cobbles of metamorphic or igneous stone
were found; these were probably brought in
from conglomerate formations, of which the
closest is at Monte Buccissa 500 m to the north.
In a few cases (Bags 1778, 1837, 1860, 1882)
these bore clear facets from use as grinding
stones. Other miscellaneous small finds included
red ochre (for instance a moderately large
chunk, Bag 1860), a fossil marine shell without
evident signs of use-wear (Bag 1937), and a
fragment of a large fossil shark tooth (Bag
1804). A small fragment of a polished

Though it would be desirable also to
date Stratum III absolutely, no samples were
available, as this level contained virtually no
charcoal.
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Figure 16. Penitenzeria axe.
Figure 17. Stentinello and Impressed sherds
from Penitenzeria.
Figure 18. Stentinello cup from Penitenzeria.

stone axe was also found (Bag 1858, Stratum
IV). This was a broken piece of small axe 8
mm thick, 33 mm high and 18 mm long; its
original length is unknown but its width and
height are approximately correct. It is made of
a fine-grained greenish metamorphic stone
with a strong cleavage plane whose grain runs
vertically (e.g. perpendicular to the cutting
edge). It is polished to a high gloss. The
fragment is slightly asymmetrical in crosssection and probably was originally a flattish
“axe-amulet”. The preserved fragment is the
cutting edge, and it is unknown whether the
whole axe would have been pierced for
suspension as is often the case with “axeamulets”.
Among the styles of pottery present
were the following, here noted briefly
typologically.
•

Historic wares: a few fragments of wheelturned pottery and historic tile were found
to a maximum depth of ca. 100 cm below
datum, generally in the southern side of
the trench where the ground surface was
the lowest due to the site’s slope (making
them hence closer to the surface).
Associated with them were occasional
nails and possibly a few olive pits as well,
though the latter may perhaps be ancient.

•

Bronze Age wares were found in the
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upper levels; these were identifiable
through the typical characteristics known
from Umbro Trench 6, particularly everted
rims; some undiagnostic reddish coarse
eroded impasto pieces also probably date to
the Bronze Age.
•

Diana and related finewares. Prehistoric
ceramics in very fine buff or pinkish fabrics
were common, especially in the upper
strata. Some of these bore Diana handles,
and Diana sherds were also found in
impasto fabrics.

•

Stentinello wares. These were typically
bowls and cups, though some rim fragments
relatively thick for their diameter may
belong to tall-necked jars. They occurred in
the typical range of reddish to black
impasto fabrics. Surface decorations
included a wide range of impressed
and stamped designs.

•

Impressed wares. Again, another
typical assemblage, with large round
and tronco-conic bowls, jars,
spherical jars, and footed jars.
Decorations
included
both
haphazard and very orderly linear
marks, dots, herringbone motifs,
finger-marks (unghiate) and rockers.
A few pieces of large footed cups
with triangle designs filled with
arrays of dots seem to represent an
Impressed Ware type known from
the Abruzzo to Sicily.

Figure 19. Red-painted sherd from Penitenzeria
2001 excavations.
Figure 20. Stampini from Penitenzeria, 2002
excavations.

Among the less common forms, we
should note a colander and a spout.
Three stampini or ceramic
stamps for decorating Stentinello pottery
were found. All three came from well
within Stratum IV. One (Bag 1957)
consisted of a cylinder of reddish
impasto with a smooth, unburnished surface (48
mm long, max. diam. 13 mm, min. diam. 11.5
mm). At one end, the clay “tail” had been
folded over slightly. The other end, which must
have born the stamping part, was broken off.
The second (Bag 1957) was thinner and rounder
(31 mm mm long, diameter 7.5 mm). It was
made of smoothed impasto the interior was
reduced and blackish, but the surface was fired
to a brown color. Both ends had been broken
off. The third (Bag 1961) was an eroded,
reddish impasto cylinder 26 mm long and 9 m in
diameter; again, both ends had been broken off.

Combining
the
stratigraphic
information and the pottery assemblage
confirms the suspicion of stratified deposits
raised by Trench 2, excavated in 2001. While
almost all styles of pottery can be found at a
given depth below datum, this results from the
fact that both the ground surface and the
underlying strata slope downwards from northeast to south-west. When we separate the bags
belonging to the different levels, it is clear that
Stratum IV, the dark brown rocky level, is the
primary Stentinello level. No sherds belonging
to any style other than Stentinello, Impressed or
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plain undecorated impasto was found in this
level. In Strata I-III, to the contrary, all styles
were found. Stentinello wares were moderately
infrequent, and occurred only along the northern
edge of the trench where the Stratum IV lay
closer to the surface. Even within Stratum III, in
a given area of the trench, Bronze Age
fragments generally appear above Diana
fragments by 10-20 cm. Such orderly
associations confirm both the value of these
styles for rough assessments of relative
chronology and the general gradual deposition
and good preservation of the site.

numerous (Figure 24). The remaining lithic raw
materials found on the site include local grey
flints thought to have been imported from the
Contrada Saraceni source in Condofuri, and
local quartzites which outcrop in the immediate
site vicinity.
These two raw materials are derived
from relatively local sources in comparison to
the obsidian, thought to have been imported
from Lipari, and the coloured cherts believed to
have been imported from Sicily. The chert and
obsidian materials have been transported
considerable distances, therefore it may be of
note that the lithic assemblage from the site of
Penitenzeria has a slightly greater inclusion of
local raw materials and less reliance on the
exotic raw materials compared to Umbro, a total
of 89.9% compared to Umbro’s 96.7%. It is
still unclear what this slight variation may be
reflecting and chronological, technological and
functional implications need to be explored.
Both sites, however, comprise a high total
percentage of imported raw materials from
distant sources.

3.3.5.
The Penitenzeria lithic assemblage
(Helen Farr)
The focus of this year’s research has
been upon the lithics from the site of
Penitenzeria. Lithic analysis was carried out in
the field following the lines of that at Umbro to
allow for comparison between the sites’ lithic
components, with a view to site utilization and
function. To date, the total number of lithics
excavated from Penitenzeria (n = 775) just
exceeds that from the neighbouring site of
Umbro (n = 773). Analysis of the distribution of
lithics in trench 4 shows that the majority of
these were excavated from stratum IV which
dates to the Neolithic.

The relationship between form and raw
material is clear. The majority of formal tools
are manufactured from chert or obsidian and the
blades in particular, seem to have been imported
to the site in the final stages of production or as
finished tools. This explains the absence of
formal blade cores and the corresponding
quantity of blade production débitage.

The main characteristics of the
Penitenzeria lithics collection are outlined
below. However, it should be stressed that this is
a preliminary descriptive report and will be
modified by future analysis. In particular, some
of the apparent differences between the
Penitenzeria and Umbro lithics (such as the
higher proportion of quartzite and consequent
slightly lower proportion of obsidian) may be
due to the fact that the Penitenzeria assemblage
includes some lithics from a Bronze Age
occupation as well. Analyses of the Penitenzeria
lithics by stratum are in progress and will show
whether these characteristics typify the Neolithic
assemblage on its own.

In addition to the formally produced
blades, obsidian was also used in the production
of expedient lithic tools on site, perhaps because
of the utility value of small, simple unretouched
flakes with sharp edges. Yet as well as the
unretouched lithics, a variety of retouched
obsidian tools manufactured on blades and
flakes were produced. It seems unlikely that
retouch was used to sharpen tool edges, as the
sharpest edge is fresh and unretouched. Retouch
blunts and therefore strengthens the edge of a
tool, thus making it better suited for repetitive
tasks, and less dangerous to be held in the hand.
Pieces may also be retouched for hafting. Only
12% of Penitenzeria lithics had been retouched
and a total of 16% of the collection were formal
“tools”, figures directly comparable to those at
Umbro. The majority of formal tools consisted

At Penitenzeria the majority of lithics
(88.7%) are manufactured out of obsidian.
However, the prevalence of obsidian lithics
within this collection is not as great as at
Umbro, where obsidian lithics comprise 92.9%
of the total assemblage. Similarly, highly
coloured imported cherts are also present in
lower numbers at Penitenzeria than at Umbro
where they are more than three times more
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Figure 21. Retouched tools from
Penitenzeria.
Figure 22. Penitenzeria lithics.
Figure 23. Lithic forms at Umbro and
Penitenzeria.
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Figure 24. Lithic raw materials used at
Penitenzeria and Umbro.

be examined further, but they may relate to the
decrease of the quantity of imported raw
materials within the assemblage.

Penitenzeria

In general the lithics collection at
Penitenzeria appears to be quite similar to that at
Umbro and perhaps this is to be expected due to
the sites’ close proximity. However, differences
between the assemblages do exist and need to be
investigated further. In addition to this, future
research will investigate lithic trends within the
Neolithic strata with the aim of obtaining a more
detailed chronological picture of the production
and utilization of lithics at Bova Marina.

2%
1%
7%

Quartz
Chert
Flint
Obsidian

90%

Umbro

3.3.6. Site interpretation and directions for
future work

1%
4%
2%

Penitenzeria is a remarkable site. The
Neolithic levels are buried 50 to 100 cm below
the surface, and appear both stratified and
relatively undisturbed. The 50- to 100- cm thick
principal Neolithic stratum may represent no
more than a couple of hundred years’
occupation in the second half of the 6th
millennium BC. Above this, there are distinct
Diana and Bronze Age levels. The Stentinello,
Diana and Bronze Age occupations may have
been contemporary with Umbro, though only the
Stentinello levels have been absolutely dated.

Quartz
Chert
Flint
Obsidian

93%

of unretouched obsidian or chert blades. A few
formal retouched chert tools were found, hardly
any made of flint and none of quartzite. The
retouched tools consisted of truncated blades,
trapezes, burins and points (Figure 21). Most of
these were small and appeared to be expediently
produced; some may have been hafted, perhaps
as part of multi-composite tools.

At the same time, the site is not without
difficulties. The Bronze Age and Diana strata
appear to be relatively thin and without much
archaeological context. The Neolithic areas
excavated so far appear to be midden areas, rich
in pottery and lithics but with very poor
preservation of daub, animal bone, and botanical
remains. Moreover, because of the nature of the
site, finding Neolithic structures is likely to be
difficult, particularly since they may have been
relatively ephemeral structures and since they
may have existed, logically, in areas of the site
without high amounts of refuse deposition.

As at the site of Umbro, the majority of
the collection consisted of unretouched flakes
and angular debris. Cores and core production
debris were rare and whilst bipolar technology
may have been used in the production of
obsidian flakes, this technology may not have
been as prevalent as at Umbro (Figure 21).

Among projects for the future,
fieldwork might focus on extending Trench IV
further and especially digging Stratum IV down
to the contact with sterile Stratum V, as features
and structures are most likely to be evident at
geological contacts. We also need to investigate
the possibility that the structures are in less
obvious areas of the site; this can perhaps be
tested by further excavation in areas of the site
away from Trench 4. Mechanical stripping of
topsoil should be pursued. This was investigated

Dimensional analysis has shown that in
general the lithics on this site were slightly
smaller than at Umbro with an average lithic
length of 1.46cm (Umbro = 1.56cm) and
average breadth of 1.17cm (Umbro = 1.21 cm).
The thickness of the lithics, however, counters
this pattern with Penitenzeria lithics having an
average thickness of 0.41cm, greater than that at
Umbro (Umbro = 0.36cm). The underlying
reasons for these variations in lithic size need to
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material from which the clay was derived, and
as such they provide a signature for clay
sources. An analysis like INAA that can identify
a large number of elements at trace
concentrations is very useful in studies of
ceramic provenience. One can identify a variety
of ceramic types that were produced from the
same clay source, or examine the various
production sources for a single type (Arnold et
al. 1991).

in 2002 but was not carried out due to the
difficulties in introducing heavy machinery into
a field bounded by stone walls on all sides, but
the construction of small temporary ramps might
solve this problem, and it would save much
labor in excavation and backfilling and allow
excavation of a wider surface. In analysis of
materials already excavated, one intriguing
question is the presence of an idiosyncratic local
style of Stentinello wares. Hence a major task
ahead is looking to see whether there are
differences within levels such as Stratum IV,
and among different areas of the site, and to
compare the assemblage with that deposited
over a much longer time span at Umbro.

The analysis is based on the properties
of the nucleus and the interaction between an
incident neutron and the nucleus from a target
element. When a sample is bombarded with
neutrons, a fraction of the nuclei of each of the
various elements that comprise the sample is
transformed into unstable radioactive isotopes.
These unstable isotopes start decaying into
stable isotopic forms with characteristic halflives, and during their decay they emit gamma
rays with discreet energies, uniquely
characteristic for each element. By identifying
these gamma ray energies and determining their
intensities one can identify the constituent
elements present in the sample and their
quantities (Glascock 1992, Jones 1986).

3.4.
Ongoing analysis of Umbro
Neolithic pottery: INAA chemical
analysis (Kostalena Michelaki)
While we did not excavate at the
Neolithic site at Umbro in 2002, analysis of
excavated material from there continued. One
particular project which has made substantial
progress is the scientific analysis of Neolithic
pottery. As a complement to stylistic studies (J.
Robb) and technological-and functional studies
(K. Michelaki), thin section studies and
chemical characterization studies are being
carried out.

The advantages of INAA as a method
are manifold. Requiring only a small sample
size (50-200 mg) it allows the simultaneous
analysis of a large number of elements (30-35)
present in a wide range of concentrations, while
it provides high sensitivity, precision and
accuracy, remaining relatively insensitive to the
matrix composition at the same time.

This note describes the latter; the goal
is to place the data, methods, and preliminary
conclusions to date in the written site record.
We first describe the methods, then the research
questions and results; the data are presented in
the Appendix.

3.4.2. Irradiation and Gamma Ray Energy
Spectra Counting
Thirty eight ceramic sherd and four
daub samples from the site of Umbro, along
with ten clay samples collected from the vicinity
of the site were analyzed at the Phoenix
Memorial Laboratory/Ford Nuclear Reactor of
the University of Michigan (Table 6, Appendix
A). The Phoenix Laboratory performs a
standard multi-element INA analysis in two
stages. The first involves a short irradiation (one
minute core-face irradiation delivered via
pneumatic tube to a location with an average
flux rate of 2.13 x 1012 n/cm2/s) of samples
contained in heat sealed 250 ml polyethylene
micro-centrifuge v-vials. After the irradiation,
two counts of 500 seconds each are made of the
gamma ray energies of each sample’s elements:
one after a 13 minute decay and a second after a

3.4.1. Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis
(INAA)
Besides the aluminosilicates (Al2O3,
SiO2) and the water that are the primary
components of clays and exist in amounts larger
than 5%, there are other minor impurities, such
as the oxides of calcium (Ca), iron (Fe),
potassium (K), magnesium (Mg), sodium (Na)
and titanium (Ti) that appear in quantities
between 1,000 ppm and 5% in natural clay. Still,
other elements, in trace concentrations (below
1,000 ppm), are present in clays, and their
presence depends on micro-local conditions
(Glascock 1992: 11). These trace elements are
considered characteristic of the specific parent
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The daub samples were first re-fired at
900o C to ensure that all organic material inside
them was burned away. Afterwards the same
procedure was followed, as in the preparation of
the sherds.

one hour and 56 minutes decay. A high purity
germanium (HPGe) detector is used, coupled to
a 8K spectrum (8192 channels at 0.4
Kev/channel) analyzer system. The elements
analyzed are: aluminum (Al), calcium (Ca),
dysprosium (Dy), manganese (Mn), potassium
(K), sodium (Na), titanium (Ti), and vanadium
(V) (Appendix A).

Before we could analyze the clay
samples we had collected from the vicinity of
Umbro we had to create briquettes. We put part
of the dry clay of each of our samples in
separate pyrex cups, which we had first
thoroughly cleaned with deionized water and
labeled with a “Sharpie.” We covered the dry
clay with deionized water and let it dissolve
completely for several days, adding deionized
water when necessary. When the clay dissolved,
we threw away the extra water and let the
sample dry for a few days so that we could
create briquettes 3x6x1.5 cm approximately in
size. We made 5 briquettes from each sample,
incising the sample number on each one of them
with a wooden toothpick. We kept one briquette
in its dry state, while we fired one of each of the
rest at 110o C, 600o C, 900o C, and 1100o C
respectively. We used the samples fired at 900o
C for the INA. We treated these briquettes as
sherds and followed exactly the same
procedures for the preparation of the INA
powder samples as for the rest of the sherds.

The second stage consists of a much
longer irradiation (20 hour long core-face
irradiation at an average flux rate of 4.21 x 1012
n/cm2/s) of samples sealed in high purity quartz
tubing. The samples are automatically rotated
throughout the period of the irradiation. After
one week of decay the spectra of the gamma ray
energies of the elements in each sample are
counted for 5,000 seconds. After five weeks of
decay a 10,000-second long count takes place.
The same HPGe detector and 8K analyzer
system is used as in the short irradiation. The
elements sought are: antimony (Sb), arsenic
(As), barium (Ba), cerium (Ce), cesium, (Cs)
chromium (Cr), cobalt (Co), europium (Eu),
hafnium (Hf), iron (Fe), lanthanum (La),
lutetium (Lu), neodymium (Nd), potassium (K),
rubidium (Rb), samarium (Sm), scandium (Sc),
sodium (Na), tantalum (Ta), terbium (Tb),
thorium (Th), uranium (U), ytterbium (Yb), zinc
(Zn) and zirconium (Zr) (Appendix A).

3.4.4. Irradiation Sample Preparation
3.4.3. Sample Preparation

Stage 1: Polyethylene Vial Samples:
200 to 250 mg of the powder sample was
weighed and placed in the vials. The sample
weight was recorded to the nearest tenth
milligram on the “sample batch submittal form.”
Each vial was labeled, using black “Sharpie”
brand markers, since their ink does not interfere
with the analysis. The caps of the vials were
sealed with a soldering iron or wood burning
tool that has not been “tinned.” All of the
equipment and supplies were handled wearing
surgical gloves to avoid contamination with skin
oils.

The procedures followed in the
preparation and irradiation of the samples from
Umbro were based on the protocol of the
Phoenix Memorial Laboratory/Ford Nuclear
Reactor, University of Michigan, as prepared by
Dr. Leah Minc.
After washing and drying the sherds to
be analyzed, a 2x2 cm portion of each sherd was
“cleaned” by removing all surfaces with a
tungsten-carbide burr. The exposed surfaces
were cleaned with deionized water, and the
sherds were allowed to dry overnight. They
were then pulverized in an agate mortar. The
dust was transferred into a labeled liquid
scintillation vial by first damping it into a filter
paper cone. The samples placed inside the vials
were then dried in a desiccating oven at 250o F
for 48 hours. All equipment (such as drill bits,
burr, tweezers, pliers, mortar, etc.) and surfaces
were scrubbed and rinsed with deionized water
after each sample was prepared, to reduce the
risks of cross-sample contamination and
airborne dust.

Stage 2: Quartz Vial Samples: The
clear-fused quartz tubes (4 mm ID x 6 mm OD x
1 mm wall) were cut into three to three-and-ahalf inch long half-sealed segments with round
ends, and then cleaned and prepared by staff of
the reactor.
Two hundred to two hundred fifty
milligrams of each powder sample was placed in
each vial, and the weight was recorded on the
“sample batch submittal form.” The vial was
then labeled with a black “Sharpie” and sealed
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have some preliminary results and their
discussion will be structured according to these
two basic questions.

with parafilm to avoid rehydration of the
ceramic powder. Finally, the vials were fused
closed by holding the open end in the flame of
an oxygen-natural gas torch until it closed on
itself.

Table 6. Samples used for INAA analysis

Standards and Checks. The samples
were irradiated in batches of thirty. Twenty-four
were the samples under analysis and six were
standards and checks. In the Phoenix Laboratory
each batch includes three replicates of NBSSRM-1633A (coal fly ash) and one of NBSSRM 688 (basalt rock) as the standard reference
materials. One check standard of NBS-SRM1633B (new coal fly ash) and one of Ohio Red
Clay are also included, to monitor possible
systematic errors between batches. Finally, a
blank quartz vial is also included for
environmental correction. This vial is prepared
as all the others, except that it contains no sherd
powder. Any trace-element peaks that appear
from the blank are due to impurities in the
quartz tubing or to airborne contamination such
as dust. Including a blank makes it possible for a
researcher to correct for the effect of
environmental contamination on the samples.

Impressed-Medium
Impressed-Thick
Stentinello-Thick
Stentinello-Medium
Stentinello-Thin
Diana-Coarse
Diana-Fine
Diana-Slipped
Buff
Buff-Painted/Slipped
Cooking Ware A
Cooking Ware B
Bronze Age
Copper Age
Daub-Orange
Daub-Yellow
Clay Sample
Total

Do the local raw materials, as represented by
the daub and the clay samples, differ or match
the pottery from the site of Umbro?

3.4.5. Preliminary results
INA is both a time consuming and a
costly analysis and before we decide to pursue it
further we have to ascertain whether in our
specific case it can give us helpful information.
This is the reason why we made an exploratory
attempt with an initial sample of forty sherds. In
this sample we tried to include as many of the
different types of wares we could identify after a
preliminary macroscopic assessment of the
material excavated from Umbro between 1998
and 1999. The following kinds of ware were
selected, along with four samples of daub from
the site and ten samples of clay from the vicinity
(see Appendix for INAA data).

Architectural daub is often used to
approximate local raw materials in ceramic
compositional analyses, as the quantities of clay
necessary to build a house are too large for that
clay to be carried from far away. In Umbro we
have not found daub that we can claim comes
from the walls of houses. It seems more
probable that it comes from smaller structures
(basins?). Still, the argument remains: it is
unlikely that the quantity of clay necessary for
such structures would come from afar. The
modern clay samples were included so that we
could better approximate a wider range of
options that might have been available to the
potters in Umbro by their local environment. It
is possible that clay sources available to ancient
potters may have been used up in the 7,000
years since they were available to them. It is
also possible that, though many sources are
easily accessible to us today, they may have
been buried too far down to have been easily
accessible to the Umbro potters. However, it is
still important to see what the relation is
between the clays we find today in the vicinity
of our site and the sherds we have excavated.

Answers to two basic questions were
sought:
•

First, do the local raw materials, as
represented by the daub and the clay
samples, differ or match the pottery?

•

Second, how homogeneous or variable is
the pottery within the site of Umbro? Are
there distinctive compositional groups?

3
2
3
3
3
4
2
2
3
3
2
2
4
2
2
2
10
52

Answers to these questions cannot be considered
definitive at this time, since the research and
analysis is ongoing. Nevertheless, we already

We are still in the process of exploring
the full potential of our data. However, three
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observations could be readily made. First, it
seems that daub and clay follow closely the
distribution of the sherds in a variety of
elemental concentrations (Figure 25). Secondly,
they further follow the sherd pattern in the
element of calcium, falling into two groups of
high and low calcium concentrations (Figure 25
and 26). Thirdly, at least two clay samples are
visibly distinct from the rest of the clay, daub
and sherd samples (Figures 26 and 27).

There are, however, two clay samples (#3 and
#7), high in Ca, that are consistently different
from the rest of the clay, daub and sherd
samples in a variety of element concentrations.
These samples had also stood out when we were
preparing them for INAA (Figure 26). As
mentioned earlier, we mixed our dry clay
samples with de-ionized water and made
briquettes, which we fired in order to burn away
all potential organic inclusions. By 600o C clay
samples #3 and #7 crumbled away into a
powder, making us think that they must have
been inappropriate for pot making. The way
they further separated themselves chemically
from all other samples further supports this
hypothesis. Even though the Umbro potters did
not use these clays as such, it would not be
surprising if they mixed them with other clays to
improve their properties for pot making.

When looking at the scatterplots of a
variety of element combinations we observe
consistently that clay and daub co-exist with
sherds and do not form separate compositional
groups. This leads us to the conclusion that the
clays used to make the pots we find in Umbro
are similar to the ones we find today in the
vicinity of the site. In a preliminary way then we
can say that the potters in Umbro used local raw
materials.

To summarize then, it seems that the
Umbro potters used local clays to make their
pots, and that no imports are included in our
small sample. The environment provided the
potters in Umbro with at least two choices: clays
high in calcium and clays low in calcium. This
could probably provide them with a choice of
color for their fired ceramics in the yellow and
the orange color ranges. Furthermore, the
potters seem to have been selective in their use
of the available clay sources, as they chose not
to use at least two sources as such.

Looking a bit further into the matter we
see that the Umbro potters had at least two
varieties of clays from which they could choose.
The daub samples we collected could be
separated macroscopically into two groups
according to their color. Two samples were
yellow and two were orange. The color of fired
clay is the outcome of a combination of factors,
such as the clay chemistry, and the atmosphere,
temperature and duration of firing. Iron is what
typically gives baked clay its orange color,
while calcium often contributes towards a
yellow color, assuming the firing atmosphere is
primarily oxidized. When we examined the
element of calcium we discovered that our
yellow samples contained high amounts of Ca (>
25000 ppm), while the orange ones contained
low amounts of the element (< 25000 ppm)
(Figure 26). If we assume that clay for building
purposes would not be prepared in any
particular way before its use, then we could
claim that the Umbro potters had two kinds of
clays available to them: clays naturally high in
calcium, which fired yellow, and clays naturally
low in calcium, which fired orange in oxidized
conditions. Alone this assumption could not
easily stand. However, it is supported by the fact
that the modern clay samples follow the same
pattern of high and low calcium concentrations.
The majority of our clay samples belong to the
high Ca group, but sample # 2 does belong to
the low Ca group, providing evidence for the
existence of such clays that were locally
available.

How homogeneous or variable is the pottery
within the site of Umbro?
This is seemingly a simple question,
but not a very easy one to answer. When we
start examining the lines along which our
sample may vary, it becomes particularly
complicated. Could we separate our material
chronologically? Did potters change their raw
materials or recipes throughout the Neolithic
and the Bronze Age in a way that we could see
compositionally? Did they use particular
materials or recipes for pots with specific
functions? Could we see cooking pots, for
example, differing from storage or serving
vessels? Or would recipes and materials vary
according to potters, each producer making all
the range of pots with similar recipes, but
recipes that differed from the ones their
neighbor used? Does our material vary along
some other line, or along several lines all at
once?
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ppm) and also low in potassium (< 25000 ppm).
To this group further belongs a modern clay
sample (# 2), as well as a black Neolithic sherd
with stamped decoration filled with red ochre
(1011/6). Further analysis to check whether this
group of sherds remains separate in other
elements is required before we can claim that it
truly forms a separate chemical group.

It is not possible currently to examine
each of the above options in depth, since, for
example, we have not advanced in our
functional analysis to the point that we can
confidently separate the cooking from the
serving or the storage vessels. Our chronological
control on the majority of our sample, which is
undecorated, is not very tight at this stage either.
Furthermore, a far larger sample would be
necessary before we could proceed to such an
analysis.

Despite the fact that our analysis is
preliminary and that a lot more is required in
order to discern further patterns in our data, it is
already obvious that INA is a method that
proves itself very helpful in our case. It is for
this reason that a larger and more carefully
selected sample is now necessary. As our
statistical analysis of the technological
characteristics of our complete sample advances
it allows us to get insight into the potential
functions of the vessels that had been used in
Umbro. In combination with the results of the
petrographic analysis we will soon be able to
divide our material in potential functional
categories. Collecting a representative sample
from each functional group, from each
chronological period, will then allow us to check
whether our material varies compositionally
along functional and/or chronological lines.
Furthermore, significantly more material has
been excavated since 1999 and our
understanding of the existing variability is far
better than when we first collected our
exploratory sample. Having also excavated the
site of Penitenzeria since, it becomes necessary
to examine the nature of the similarities and / or
differences between the material from the two
sites. During our study season in the summer of
2003 we will need to collect a comprehensive
sample of approximately 25 sherds from each
previously defined functional category, from
both the site of Umbro and that of Penitenzeria.

However, we can already see that the
potters used for their pots both kinds of clays
that were available to them. Looking at the
element of calcium we see the majority of sherds
forming a group with low concentrations of
calcium (<25000 ppm) (Figures 25 and 26).
Eight sherds, however, have concentrations of
calcium larger than 25000 ppm (Figure 26).
This group includes five out of the six buff
sherds of our sample. Preliminary petrographic
analysis of a small number of sherds had shown
that sherds that were buff and yellow in color
included a large number of foraminifera. INAA
allowed us to look at the actual amounts of Ca
included in our sherds. Once again the sherds
that had stood out in macroscopic and
petrographic analysis as being buff, stood out
chemically as having higher concentrations of
calcium (> 2500ppm) (Figure 27). Whether this
“buff ware” is also distinct chronologically and
functionally we cannot yet say confidently.
Three Diana sherds also belong to this high
calcium group (1017/19, 1153/2 and 1215).
Interestingly, they are fine and slipped examples
of Diana ware.
The potassium (K) concentrations from
the short irradiation also reveal a preliminary
pattern that separates our Bronze Age samples
as those sherds that are low in calcium (< 25000
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Fig. 25. There are at least two groups of clay/daub/sherd samples: one high in calcium (above 25000 ppm) and one low in calcium (below
25000 ppm). Each group contains clay, daub and sherds. The two obviously distinct samples with exceptionally high calcium values (>
140000 ppm) are clay samples #3 and #7, which had crumbled when fired at 600o C and were unsuitable for pot making.
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4. UMBRO GREEK SITE EXCAVATIONS (LIN FOXHALL)
4.1. Introduction: previous work and
research questions

1.

The Umbro Greek Site (site 18, area
24) is located on a small, steep irregular hill
adjacent to the cobbled mediaeval or early
modern road leading from the coast up to
Umbro and ultimately to Bova Superiore. The
hill is one of the steeply sloping outcrops of
calcareous sandstone which forms the series of
cliffs bounding the Umbro plateau on the east.
The lower end of the northern section of the hill
has been bulldozed in recent years to level the
area for the installation of an electrical pylon.

to explore the main structure on the site,
and its location. In the 2000 season a stone
wall with proper footings was revealed in
Trench 2. The upright tiles found directly in
front of it were originally thought to
represent a possible drain (i.e. with this
interpretation the wall visible in Trench 2
would have been an exterior face). During
the 2001 season it became clear that the tile
represented a collapsed roof and that we
were excavating the interior of a building.
A major aim this season was to trace the
course of the wall and to see if we could
determine the extent and magnitude of the
structure.
2.

to understand the dating and
the ‘lifespan’ of the site.
The overwhelming bulk of
the material excavated in the
2000 season proved to be
classical in date, largely
from the fifth and fourth
centuries BC, though there
were traces of earlier
archaic and prehistoric
occupation. This dating was
confirmed by the finds from
the 2001 season. As noted in
the 2000 report, if this
dating proves correct, the
lifespan of the site is quite
long for a classical Greek
domestic
site.
Most
comparable rural farmstead
sites were occupied for much shorter
periods (Foxhall forthcoming a), and the
Dema House and the Vari House in Attica
are the best documented in this regard
(Jones et al. 1962, 1973). Moreover,
compared to the majority similar rural
‘farmstead’ sites in Sicily and southern
Italy, the Umbro Greek site is rather early
(Nevett 1999: 151).

Figure 28. Umbro Greek site, Trench 2, general
view.

During the 2002 field season (2-23
July), excavations on the Umbro Greek Site
were further expanded at Trench 2, first opened
in the 2000 season, and expanded in 2001.
Trench 2 is located on a steep west-facing slope
on the west side of the hill, south of the
electrical pylon. A new trench, Trench 4,
located below Trench 2 to the southwest was
also opened.
The main objectives of the excavation
programme remained substantially the same as
in previous years, and represented developments
based upon those of the previous (2000 and
2001) seasons. These aims were:

3.

to understand overall site function and its
‘life history’, in the context of its place in
the Greek settlement hierarchy of the
region. Our original working hypothesis
was that we were dealing with a small,
isolated rural ‘farmstead’ site, of the Vari
House type, though the political/communal
affiliation of the inhabitants remained
unclear. This became less secure during the
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2001 season, because of the diverse nature
of the finds in Trench 3, and an alternative
hypothesis, that the site might represent a
small rural sanctuary, was considered. It
now seems most likely that the structure
found in Trench 2 and probably also Trench
4 belonged to a ‘farmstead’ site of the later
fifth-earlier fourth century. However, it is
not yet clear whether there was an
additional structure originally located
higher up the hill, nor is it yet clear what its
function might have been or its relationship
to the structure in Trenches 2/4.

4.2. Excavations at the Classical
structure
The methodology of excavation was
the same as that used in the 2000 and 2001
seasons. Trenches were laid out in 1x1 m square
units. They were excavated in arbitrary 10 cm
levels, measured from a local trench

Figure 29. Umbro Greek site plan.
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datum point. The sub-points
added in 2001 in Trench 2,
calculated in relation to the
original datum point established
in the 2000 season, continued .to
be used for the extension to
Trench 2. Trench 4, which is
separated by several metres from
Trench 2 at the bottom of a steep
slope has its own datum point.
‘Natural’/cultural
strata
(contexts) were simultaneously
observed,
numbered
and
recorded. Finds were bagged by
square,
level,
and
context/stratum.

4.2.1. Trench 2
Trench 2 is located
about 10-20 metres south and
above the electricity pylon, on a
west facing slope. In the 2000
season this was established as a
1x3 m trench, oriented east-west
and consisted of three squares
(71n/43e, 71n/44e, 71n/45e).
The trench is situated on a very
steep slope running east-west,
with the highest part on the
eastern side. In 2001 a fourth
square was added to the eastern
end (71n/46e), above the three
previous squares, creating a 1x4
m trench. Because of the steep
slope, a new datum point at the
ground surface of the southeast
corner of the new square
(71n/46e) was necessary. This
sub-point is 34 cm above the
main datum point established in
2000, located at the ground
surface of the southeastern
corner of square 71n/45e.

Figure 30. Trench 2, new
squares.
Figure 31a and Figure 31b.
Trench 2 new wall.
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interior face. This new wall
(context 217, US22) was
constructed as a double faced
wall with a rubble fill, set against
a bedrock outcrop on the
northeastern (exterior) side
(squares 74n/46e and 75n/46e).
Like the first wall, the new wall
appears to be built as a stone
socle to take a mudbrick
superstructure.
A stratum of degraded
mudbrick (context 216, US21),
with some burned pieces of
mudbrick and charcoal, pottery
and tile from the fallen roof was
deposited in the corner above
floor level (context 218, US23).
At this stage, the floor level in
the corner appears to be slightly
higher than in the lower part of
the building revealed in squares
71n/45e, 71n/44e and 71n/43e. It
is probable that one or more
pithoi were set in the corner,
judging from the large pithos
sherds discovered. Excavation
was taken down to floor level
(context 218, US23), but no
further, until a full area
excavation of the interior of the
building can be carried out.
During the 2001 season
the construction, function and
stratigraphy of the west-facing
stone wall (context 207, US10)
revealed 2000 in Trench 2,
squares 71n/45e and 71n/44e, was clarified. In
2002, further excavation was carried out in
squares 71n/45e, 71n/44e and 71n43e, below (to
the west) of the wall, taking them down to
bedrock with the aim of establishing the full
stratigraphic sequence of the structure.

Figure 32. Trench 2 new wall, corner.
Figure 33. Trench 2, partially buried lid.

At the start of the 2002 season, Trench
2 was extended northward four metres from
square 71n/46e, establishing squares 72n/46e,
73n/46e, 74n/46e, 75n/46e.

The floor (context 210, US13) under
the strata of fallen roof tile and melted mudbrick
(contexts 206, 209, US9, 12) proved to be of
packed clayey earth containing may small,
regular fragments of grey schist. Some artefacts
turned up in the flooring material and one, a lid,
was partially buried in it. There was also an area
which seems to be slope wash under one part of
the floor (context 213, US16). Hence it would
seem that the flooring material was not packed
down very firmly, and that it might have been

The new squares are roughly level to or
a little lower than lower than 71n/46e, running
along or just below the contour, so the subdatum point established in 2001 was used for
these new squares. Excavation revealed a
second wall (context 217, US22) running at
more or less right angles to the first wall
(context 207, US10) and exposing a corner of
the structure. The corner does not appear to be
fully keyed in, but at this stage we have only its
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renewed from time to time over the lifespan of
the building.

Context 202 (US2): A small area
(maximum depth 8 cm) of probable colluvial
slope wash in the northwest corner of the lowest
square (71n/43e), located at the foot of a recent
cut made during the construction of the
electrical pylon. (This stratum is fully described
in the Bova Marina Archaeological Project 2000
Report.)

The large pieces of charcoal and
substantial deposits of carbonised material
found at and just above floor level in both
sections of Trench 2 suggest that the building
might have been burned at the end of or after its
occupation. Analysis of one sample, from the
floor (context 210, US13) in square 71n44e, at a
level of –112, near a lid on and partially under
the floor revealed small amounts of carbonised
free threshing bread/club wheat and one grain of
barley, along with some poorly preserved and
unidentifiable cereal grains (M. Ciaraldi, pers.
comm. 2002). This might suggest household
processing and storage of cereals, but the
evidence is too limited to be entirely clear.

Context 203 (US5): Hard, dark greyish
brown silty clay/clay loam, mottled with lighter
greyish areas, more compacted than context
201. It was identified in squares 71n/46e,
71n/45e, 71n/43e, with a maximum depth of 78
cm (See also Bova Marina Archaeological
Project Reports 2000 and 2001.), and at higher
levels in squares 72n/46e and 73n/46e. In
square, 71n/46e, this level sits directly on
bedrock in the upper (eastern) third of the
square. It appears to be a layer deposited after
the structure went out of use: more artefacts and
some fragments of mud brick were found in the
lower part of this stratum.

Most of the floor appears to have been
laid directly onto bedrock, except in the area of
context 213, a probable patch of slopewash.
However, where there were natural holes in the
bedrock, directly in front of the wall (context
211, US14) and in the centre of 71n/43e
(context 214), these were deliberately filled.
Context 211 (US16), in front of the wall
consisted of exceptionally hard packed grey
clay, levelling up the holes and low patches of
bedrock under the floor. Context 214 (US19)
was the fill of a naturally occurring, round hole
filled with fine, pale clay. The discovery of a
sherd and some pieces of the schist fragments
which characterise the flooring material of
context 210 (US13) mixed with the clayey
material filling this hole suggest that this hole
might have been dug out deliberately at a later
stage in the life of the house, after the floor was
laid.

Context 204 (US6): A small area of
silty clay behind (to the east of) the wall in
squares 71n/45e and 71n/46e. Many rocks,
including some chalky rocks, but only a few
artefacts, were found. (See Bova Marina
Archaeological Project 2000 Report for full
details.)
Context 205 (US8): A lighter coloured,
yellowish, clayey deposit (Munsell 10YR6/410YR5/4), revealed in squares n71/e43, n71/e44
and the lower (western) part of 71n/45e. A
significant number of sherds and fragments of
tile appeared embedded this level, some of
which were lying flat on the surface. This level
seems to consist of melted mud brick, and
discernable chunks of mudbrick were recovered.
It surrounds but does not cover context 206
(US9), the later of the two layers of fallen tile. It
was somewhat disturbed by disturbance of the
backfill over the winter after the 2000 season,
but the maximum depth has been established at
about 25 cm.

In addition to the ten natural
strata/contexts excavated in 2000 and 2001
(contexts 201-210, US3-13), eight further
strata/contexts were distinguished in 2002
(contexts 211-218, US16-23). The full range of
strata/contexts is summarised below, and
strata/contexts which are new this year, or for
which there is much new information, are
discussed in detail.

Context 206 (US9): The later of the
two distinguishable episodes of tile fall in
squares 71n/433, 71n/44e and the lowest
(northwestern) corner of 71n/45e (the other
episode of tile fall is Context 209, US12). This
stratum includes the tiles erroneously thought to
be a drain in 2000 and a number of other
substantial fragments of tile. These appear to
have originated from the collapse of a tile roof
on the structure to which the wall (Context 207,
US10) belongs. Though tile was lying flat in this

Context 201 (US3): Dry, greyish brown
silt, fairly hard and compact where not loosened
by roots. Few finds were associated with this
stratum and most were very eroded. It appears
as the topsoil level in all squares, and runs to a
maximum depth of 38 cm. (See also Bova
Marina Archaeological Project 2000 Report.) In
squares 74n/46e and 75n46e it sits directly on
bedrock, to a maximum depth of 30 cm.
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context, pottery here and in the related stratum
Context 205 (US8) was usually positioned at
random angles. In this context, however, some
very substantial and well preserved pottery
fragments were found among the tiles, including
a complete pair of cooking pot handles found
together on the southern side of square 71n/44e.
Underneath this level in square 71n/44e was a
large flat rock, below which was the earlier
episode of tile fall (Context 209, US12). The
maximum depth of this level was 10 cm.

deliberately placed behind the wall for stability,
as part of the construction process. Few artefacts
appear in this stratum. The stratum begins at -26
(main datum), and continues to a maximum
depth of about 30 cm.
Context 209 (US12): The earlier of the
two distinguishable episodes of tile fall in
squares 71n/433, 71n/44e and the lowest
(northwestern) corner of 71n/45e (the other
episode of tile fall is Context 206, US9). This
stratum, which includes several nearly complete
tiles is covered by, as well as partially
surrounded by the melted mudbrick of context
205 (US8), and several large flat rocks resting at
about -81. This stratum runs to a maximum
depth of 10 cm. Although tile was lying flat,
some pottery was not. A few sizeable fragments
of pottery emerged from this level, though the
bulk of the finds were tiles. This stratum sits
directly on top of the distinctive grey, schisty
clay of context 210 (US13).

Context 207 (US10): The stone wall
with its footings in squares 73n/46e, 72n/46e,
71n/45e, 71n/44e. This wall consisted of up to
four unmortared courses of large, roughly
shaped sandstone blocks with one regular face
(along the western side). A lower course of
sandstone pieces, roughly shaped, serves as a
footing. The wall appears to have been built as a
construction terrace, set into the hillside close to
an outcrop of bedrock to the east, and built so
that the western face formed the interior side of
the back wall of a roofed building. The top of
the surviving courses projected about 60 cm
above the ancient ground level to the east (the
top of Context 208, US11). It is unlikely that
more than one or two additional courses of stone
formed the original wall, to judge from the
relatively small number of stones apparently
belonging to the wall located nearby, but no
longer in situ. The main construction material,
demonstrated by Context 205 (US8), was mud
brick.

Context 210 (US13): This stratum has
now been found in squares 71n/45e, 71n/44e,
and 71n/43e. It is distinguished by the many
small (1-4 mm) chunks of grey schist mixed in
with the compacted, grey clay soil (Munsell
2.5YN4/). Fewer sherds and almost no tile
appeared within this stratum, but virtually all
pottery found has been near the top of the
stratum and was lying flat. This stratum varies in
thickness, depending on how high the bedrock
is, but it is nowhere deeper than 15 cm. Clearly
this flooring material was packed to achieve a
level floor surface. The fact that some sherd
material has become partially embedded in it
and the disturbance of context 213 suggests that
the floor may have been renewed periodically
over the use-life of the structure. It is now
virtually certain that this stratum is the floor of
the structure. In all areas of these squares, it is
probable that this context is the same as context
218 (US23), found in squares 72n/46e and
73n/46e, but not yet excavated.

In square 73n/46e this wall meets the
wall discovered in 2002,context 217 (US22), at
an interior corner. The original wall does not
appear to be fully keyed in to the new one.
Context 208 (US11): Underneath
context 204 (US6), directly behind the wall, in
eastern side of square 72n/46e, the lower
(western) half of square 71n/46e and the upper
(eastern) edge of square 71n/45e. The top of this
stratum appears to be the ancient ground surface
behind (to the east) of the wall (context 207,
US10), at an elevation of about 60 cm below the
surviving top of the wall. The bulk of the
stratum seems to consist of small rocks and
silty/clayey, grey-brown soil packed behind the
wall, between it and the bedrock in the upper
(eastern) half of square 71n/46e. In the
lowermost 10 cm of this packed fill, close to the
stones of the wall, the fill consists entirely of
grey-brown silty/clayey soil (Munsell 10YR4/3)
with no rocks. It seems likely that the earth and
stones of this stratum represent fill carefully and

Context 211 (US14): This stratum
consists of very heavily compacted, fine pale
grey clay (Munsell 2.5Y7/0). It appears to have
been deliberately used as sub-flooring material
to a maximum depth of 11 cm to fill and level
up deep holes and low areas in the natural
bedrock. It appears in areas in front of the wall
in squares 71n/45e and 71n/44e. This suggests
that the bedrock outcrop against which the wall
was built was either exposed before construction
started or was exposed during the process of
building the wall (context 207, US10).
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Context 212 (US17): A stratum of
eroding bedrock, almost certainly natural,
underneath the flooring material of context 210
(US13) in square 71n/43e, covering an area of
about 30 by 70 cm. It is light brownish grey in
colour (Munsell 10YR6/2) and granular in
texture. No artefacts were found in this stratum.

northwest-southeast. The exterior face in square
74n/46e butts up against a bedrock outcrop and
is no more than one course high. The interior
face visible in square 73n/46e has four surviving
courses and the footings are not yet fully visible.
It is constructed like the wall of context 207
(US10) of roughly faced sandstone blocks
carefully fitted together with smaller stones.
However, this wall has two faces with a fill of
packed earth and small stones (context 215,
US20), since it is built not as a revetment wall,
following the contour, but running down the
slope across the contour.

Context 213 (US18): Area of slope
wash under floor (context 210, US13) in squares
71n/44e and 71n/43e. The stratum is very
packed except where roots have penetrated, with
many small sandstone rocks and pebbles. It
contains no artefactual material, and sits on
bedrock.

Context 218 (US23): This stratum
appears to be the floor level in the corner. It
appears to consist of hard, yellowish packed,
clayey soil with the same small fragments of
schist as are found in context 210 (US13), the
floor level in the other part of Trench 2 (squares
71n/45e, 71n/443, 71n/43e). It may turn out to
be part of the same stratum as context 210
(US13), but it has not yet been excavated, and in
elevation it seems to be a little higher than
context 210 (US13). Large fragments of tile and
pithos sherds, along with many fragments of
charcoal were found sitting on this level. Tile
and pottery are lying flat. It is possible that a
pithos (or more than one pithos) for storage
were kept in the corner of the structure for
storage and were sitting on this floor

Context 214 (US19): Deliberate fill in
a natural hole about 35 cm maximum diameter
in the bedrock in the centre of square 71n/43e.
The fill is fine, clayey soil, paler than context
213 (US18) (Munsell 10YR7/3), and about 5 cm
in depth. The hole, especially its deepest part in
the northeast sector is directly below the area
where a substantial charcoal deposit appeared at
level –112, about 13 cm higher. Though the hole
does not appear to have been modified, it is
possible that it was dug out for some reason (to
take a small post?) after the floor was laid.
Small amounts of the small schist fragments
characteristic of the flooring material, context
210 (US13), were found mixed with the clayey
soil of the fill, and the fill contained one worn
sherd.
Context 215 (US20): Rubble and earth
fill between the two faces of the new wall
(context 217, US22) discovered in 2002, located
in squares 73n/46e and 74n/46e. This context
has not yet been excavated.

4.2.2. Trench 4
This year a new 1 x 2 m trench, Trench
4, was opened, 5 m southwest of Trench 2, close
to an alignment of stones which was suspected
of being another wall, and possibly belonged
with the structure already discovered in Trench
2. There are two 1 x 1 m squares, 68n/38e and
67n/38e. Because this trench is separate from
Trench 2 and is somewhat lower, an
independent datum point was established for
taking levels.

Context 216 (US21): A stratum, 42-43
cm in depth, consisting of collapsed mudbrick
and some wall fall stones, and containing large
amounts of tile and pithos sherds in the corner,
at the angle where the two walls meet, in squares
72n/46e and 73n/46e. Below this stratum is the
floor level, context 218 (US23). The soil is
crumbly and yellower than context 203 (US5)
above it, Munsell 10YR5/4. Towards the bottom
of this stratum a number of deposits of charcoal
were found, some quite large. Burned chunks of
mudbrick were also found. Artefacts towards the
bottom of the stratum were generally lying flat.

The suspected wall in Trench 4
appeared by the end of the 2002 season to be an
actual wall (context 406, US29). Although the
relationship between the wall in Trench 4 and
those in Trench 2 are not yet clear, it is likely
that they belong to the same structure. The wall
in Trench 4 is more or less parallel to the new
wall in Trench 2 (context 217, US22). Certainly
construction of the wall, in so far as it is
presently visible, and finds are consistent with
this hypothesis.

Context 217 (US22): The new wall,
discovered in 2002, which meets the wall
discovered in 2000 (context 207, US10) at an
interior corner. It is located in squares 73n/46e
and 74n/46e, running across the slope
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Figure 34. Umbro Greek site Trench 4.

depth is 32 cm. The context was probably
formed by slope wash processes
that deposited some pockets of
clay from the structure into
crevices among the wall stones,
as well as lighter soil that
attracted more root growth.
Context 403 (US26):
Dark grey brown soil (Munsell
10YR4/1) under context 401
(US22) on the south side of the
probable wall feature, containing
many fallen wall stones. The soil
consists of clay loam with coarse
sand, gravel and large wall
stones. It is similar in character
to
context
404
(US27).
Excavation of this stratum is not
completed, but in most areas it is
about 5 cm deep.
Context 404 (US27):
Dark brown (Munsell 10YR4/1) clayey soil with
schist pebbles and coarse sand to the north of
context 406 (US29), and located in the northeast
corner of square 68n/38e. This stratum is
probably slope wash that accumulated behind
the wall, on top of a possible layer of melted
mudbrick (context 405, US28). Few artefacts
were found, and large wall fall stones were
absent except at the top.

The southwest face is similar in
construction to the walls in Trench 2. The
northeast face is not yet well defined: either it
does not have a clear face or it has been heavily
disturbed by the bulldozer when the pylon was
built, and as yet little of this face has been
exposed. Thus, one possibility is that this wall
belonged to the same structure as the wall of
context 217 (US22), on the opposite side of the
building. In this case the structure must have had
a lower floor level in the southwest than it had
in the northeast. Alternatively, since the ground
level is considerably lower in Trench 4, it is
possible that the wall of context 406 (US29) is a
retaining wall for a terrace built to support the
structure in Trench 2. In this case, the floor level
may have been removed by the bulldozer. The
traces of wall 406 (US29) visible on the surface
appear to form a straight line, parallel to wall
217 (US22) but not following the contours as
might be expected for a terrace.

Context 405 (US28): This stratum
consists of lighter coloured(Munsell 2.5Y4/2),
fine, clayey soil under context 404 (US27). It
has not yet been excavated.
Context 406 (US29): A wall running
diagonally across the trench from points
67n/38e to 68n/37e, that is, northwest-southeast.
It may be parallel with the new wall in Trench 2,
context 217 (US22). It appears to be constructed
of large sandstone blocks similar to those in
Trench 2.

The seven contexts discovered are
outlined below, covering contexts 401-401 (US
24-30).

Context 407 (US30): This stratum
consists of a hard brown surface packed with
gravel along the south side o the wall, context
406 (US29). This context has not yet been
excavated.

Context 401 (US24): This context is
the much-disturbed surface layer, covering the
whole trench. It appears to consist of natural soil
accumulation and plant growth, especially after
the grading of a path to build the electrical
pylon. The maximum depth is about 15 cm.

4.3. Finds
As in the 2000 and 2001 seasons, the
large majority of the finds were ceramic: pottery
sherds and tile. This year we have not found any
material in Trench 2 or Trench 4 likely to be

Context 402 (US25): Pockets of dense,
hard, clayey soil and surrounding loose darker
soil above and around the stones forming a
probable wall in square 68n/38e. Maximum
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prehistoric. As in the 2000 and 2001 seasons,
nothing is clearly Roman or mediaeval. As in
previous seasons, the bulk of the finds fit
comfortably into the fifth-fourth centuries BC.
All of the pottery fabrics found this year appear
to be local, but a few amphora fabrics remain
unidentified in origin. No moulded, impressed
or figured wares appeared, nor was any metal
found.

pieces of charcoal (M. Ciaraldi, pers. comm.
2002). There were also many finds of burnt
mudbrick, some of which preserved the imprints
of organic inclusions. This might suggest that
the structure was burnt when it went out of used
or shortly afterwards.

Most of the fine ware black glazed
sherds are from cups and bowls. Skyphoi and
kotylai remain the most common types of cups.
However several fineware lids decorated with
black glazed rings and reserved bands and
grooves were also found. There is also a range
of semi-coarse cooking ware, and sherds in this
fabric regularly show signs of burning.

4.4.
Conclusions
Research

and

Future

It now seems most likely that the
structure discovered in Trench 2 and (probably)
Trench 4 is a rural house rather than a sanctuary,
although the quality and quantity of the ceramic
finds suggest that the inhabitants were relatively
well off. The rural sanctuaries of this period in
Calabria which have been studied generally
have at least some figured pottery and figurines
(Genovese 1999), which are absent from the
Umbro Greek Site. This house now appears to
be more like the Dema House
(Jones et al 1962) than the Vari
House (Jones et al. 1973) in
terms of its area and the quantity
and quality of its material
remains. Like the Dema House,
was it simply a ‘holiday home’?
Or, did it serve other functions
(agricultural, way station, etc.) as
well? The questions of why such
a house was located at Umbro
and its relationship, if any, to
larger communities in the region
remain open. On a smaller scale,
the relationship of the abundant
material remains from Trench 3
to the structure in Trenches 2 and
4 also remains an open question.
It is still not clear whether there
was a single structure at the
Umbro Greek site or more than
one, nor whether both (if there
were two) structures were
domestic in character.

No animal bones or shells were found,
except for one tiny fragment of burned, calcined
bone in the south profile of Trench 2. However,

It is now certain that we
have discovered a building with a
tiled roof in Trench 2, and the wall in Trench 4
is likely to be related to this building. However
the function of this building is still unclear. The
top priority for work in the 2003 season will be
to attempt an area excavation with the aim of
understanding spatial differentiation within the
structure. Such investigation should provide
further information as to the function of the

Figure 35. Trench 2, burnt mudbrick.
in Trench 2, there was frequent evidence of
burning and small deposits of charcoal and
carbonised material at the floor levels (contexts
210, 216; US13, 21). One of these deposits, at
floor level, but above a natural hole in the
bedrock, contained the carbonised remains of
free threshing wheat and barley along with large
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structure, and the activities carried out by its
inhabitants.
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Appendix A
Dr. Kostalena Michelaki

Data from the INA analysis
at the Phoenix Memorial
Laboratory/ Ford Nuclear
Reactor, University of
Michigan
Trace element
concentrations in
prehistoric (Neolithic and
Bronze Age) ceramics and
daub from Umbro and
modern clay samples from
the area around Umbro
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APPENDIX A: Data from the INA analysis at the Phoenix Memorial Laboratory/Ford Nuclear Reactor, University of Michigan
ID
Period
U-1
U-11
U-12
U-2
U-3
U-4
U-5
U-6
U-7
U-9
U-a
U-b
U-c
U-d
UM-1011/6

Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Neolithic

UM-1017/19
UM-1022/29
UM-1025
UM-1025/14

Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic

UM-1030/1
UM-1035/7
UM-1051/26
UM-1066/5
UM-1070
UM-1070/31
UM-1099/26
UM-1102/41
UM-1104/1
UM-1108/18
UM-1108/3
UM-1113/1
UM-1115/3
UM-1116
UM-1118/23

Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Copper Age
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Bronze Age
Bronze Age
Neolithic

UM-1118/3
UM-1120/19
UM-1124/1
UM-1127/1
UM-1134/1
UM-1134/2
UM-1152/1

Neolithic
Neolithic
Bronze Age
Neolithic
Neolithic
Copper Age
Neolithic

Designation
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Daub
Daub
Daub
Daub
Stamped-thin-bl.red paste decor
Diana-fine-slip
Impressed-med-bl
Impressed-thick
Stamped-thickgr/ylw
Stamped-thin-or
Stamped-thin-bl
Diana-coarse
Cooking Ware B
Buff
Buff-slip Or paint
Cordoned
Impressed-thick
Impressed-med-or
Diana-coarse
Buff
Diana-fine-slip
Ylw fabric
Or fabric
Stamped-med-blwh. paste decor
Diana-fine-red slip
Buff-paint/slip
Ylw fabric
Diana-coarse
Stamped-brwn
Cooking Ware A

Tren
ch

Cont
ext

-

-

3

La
As

Nd

K

Sm

Na

U

Yb

Sb

Ba496w5

Lu

23

2.78
2.50
7.25
3.83
3.95
2.84
4.00
3.72
1.96
4.10
6.46
4.89
4.47
3.76
10.23

34.822
36.101
46.263
37.368
25.681
31.124
37.221
29.295
17.708
41.645
29.860
61.707
37.676
39.415
30.835

0.351
0.393
0.517
0.315
0.209
0.294
0.330
0.299
0.112
0.409
0.342
0.440
0.342
0.381
0.286

33.89
25.99
39.42
26.14
19.85
21.85
27.69
25.38
17.62
38.74
19.43
49.60
32.93
33.21
16.35

12346
19367
28011
14326
19570
15822
19140
16287
18956
24222
32296
23229
25289
22112
17870

6.308
7.119
8.793
6.503
4.374
5.393
6.558
5.046
2.708
7.805
5.344
10.685
6.737
6.820
5.671

2901
5565
13747
10234
13882
4219
4293
7589
10801
11848
16581
9747
10875
5347
10967

2.026
2.204
3.728
2.041
1.989
2.951
2.475
2.187
1.508
2.880
2.013
4.216
1.897
3.268
2.486

2.385
2.799
3.867
2.499
1.486
2.088
2.306
1.877
0.868
2.958
2.508
2.853
2.287
2.529
2.133

0.550
0.528
0.539
0.469
0.589
0.674
0.681
0.506
0.375
0.401
0.356
0.469
0.479
0.646
0.218

120.21
149.83
533.17
165.49
524.24
213.87
272.44
383.39
529.58
360.00
727.12
1256.43
896.40
845.03
691.37

1
1
1
1

1
2
3
3

4.64
5.00
9.91
7.89

37.986
33.104
45.772
49.206

0.380
0.353
0.332
0.499

30.25
22.52
37.43
25.80

28792
27812
25490
32590

6.667
6.072
8.153
8.597

9962
12751
11072
12964

3.990
2.287
2.573
3.523

2.970
2.706
2.753
3.916

0.484
0.386
0.445
0.352

477.56
837.60
787.76
764.13

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
6
1

0
4
2
3
4
4
2
1
1
2
2
2
14
14
2

6.80
3.26
5.52
8.65
3.43
4.40
6.82
5.92
4.70
7.41
2.76
8.07
3.68
4.30
5.47

41.362
28.054
36.805
46.291
41.878
33.768
40.657
41.782
35.009
53.861
34.410
50.077
37.583
41.614
41.590

0.313
0.274
0.299
0.490
0.401
0.334
0.360
0.427
0.312
0.543
0.291
0.453
0.370
0.414
0.372

21.74
18.19
27.00
36.20
32.06
17.93
31.36
23.13
22.41
28.58
23.76
30.82
27.48
28.80
18.46

27331
31777
31082
26917
26288
22712
24954
24781
25801
35830
28335
40597
17815
22996
30043

7.050
4.970
6.484
8.317
7.885
6.347
7.099
7.138
6.100
9.462
5.750
8.403
6.998
7.726
6.979

13342
14657
12983
10992
10502
10035
12035
17324
12400
11543
7134
12113
6524
12004
12599

2.394
2.196
2.230
3.719
3.602
2.875
2.583
4.011
1.955
3.778
3.298
4.258
2.112
2.225
2.407

2.336
2.066
2.423
3.723
3.009
2.348
2.590
2.819
2.519
4.409
2.457
3.864
2.567
3.342
2.503

0.311
0.208
0.452
0.564
0.466
0.332
0.380
0.238
0.251
0.480
0.473
0.442
0.245
0.172
0.313

829.25
762.11
705.64
773.28
701.14
507.21
919.27
648.11
847.67
694.10
645.11
766.80
344.78
527.00
619.55

1
1
6
1
1
1
1

2
2
15
2
3
3
3

5.10
2.32
3.72
8.91
9.00
6.60
7.05

46.458
43.421
47.200
38.977
32.700
36.469
38.115

0.452
0.443
0.350
0.381
0.336
0.437
0.375

34.88
25.89
33.56
23.87
24.90
26.79
28.30

22954
23708
20471
25152
22232
25838
30535

8.798
7.904
8.511
6.841
6.105
6.521
6.550

12643
10423
7344
10294
10875
14438
12505

3.424
3.386
2.718
2.946
2.448
2.868
2.376

3.410
3.207
2.796
2.862
2.605
2.926
2.611

0.235
0.499
0.274
0.502
0.527
0.261
0.480

762.90
639.80
532.91
598.46
831.95
849.10
672.60

Long irradiation elements: As, La, Lu, Nd, K, Sm, Na, U, Yb, Sb, Ba496w5, Ce, Cs, Cr, Co, Eu, Hf, Fe, Ni, Rb, Sc, Ta, Tb, Th, Zn, Zr. Short irradiation elements: Al, Ca, Ti, V, Dy, Mn, K2, Na2.

APPENDIX A: Data from the INA analysis at the Phoenix Memorial Laboratory/Ford Nuclear Reactor, University of Michigan
ID
Period
UM-1153/2
UM-1161
UM-1171
UM-1173
UM-1195/2

Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic

UM-1210
UM-1211
UM-1215
UM-1219
UM-1231
UM-1232

Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Bronze Age

Designation
Diana-fine-slip
Buff
Buff
Cooking Ware A
Impressed-medbrwn
Cooking Ware B
Impressed-thick
Diana-coarse
Stamped-med-or
Stamped-med-brwn
-

ID
Period
U-1
U-11
U-12
U-2
U-3
U-4
U-5
U-6
U-7
U-9
U-a
U-b
U-c
U-d
UM-1011/6

Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Neolithic

UM-1017/19
UM-1022/29
UM-1025
UM-1025/14

Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic

UM-1030/1
UM-1035/7
UM-1051/26
UM-1066/5
UM-1070
UM-1070/31

Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic

Designation
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Daub
Daub
Daub
Daub
Stamped-thin-bl.red paste decor
Diana-fine-slip
Impressed-med-bl
Impressed-thick
Stamped-thickgr/ylw
Stamped-thin-or
Stamped-thin-bl
Diana-coarse
Cooking Ware B
Buff
Buff-slip Or paint

Tren
ch

Cont
ext

As

1
1
1
1
1

3
2
3
3
4

7.75
2.67
2.58
8.55
5.59

36.526
39.854
32.511
34.873
37.150

7
1
1
1
1
6

20
4
4
4
4
16

7.69
8.66
9.37
14.81
10.73
7.60

40.139
34.301
34.047
46.847
40.595
40.820

Tren
ch

Cont
ext

-

-

3

La

Nd

K

Sm

Na

0.372
0.385
0.385
0.318
0.318

37.16
23.92
15.35
27.69
20.89

0.395
0.329
0.372
0.482
0.430
0.381

24.34
23.47
22.02
35.11
23.80
30.70

U

Yb

Sb

Ba496w5

23804
27532
29882
27207
29710

6.696
7.212
6.236
5.764
6.299

9636
6725
10160
12535
11841

2.784
2.967
3.849
2.670
2.190

2.633
2.641
2.558
2.422
2.288

0.324
0.289
0.336
0.573
0.591

669.79
588.23
806.98
823.85
772.64

34403
29984
30455
27873
26534
32520

7.189
5.710
6.258
8.631
8.099
7.157

11766
11257
10324
11616
10296
13397

3.646
2.656
3.506
3.591
2.931
2.779

3.196
2.380
2.660
3.323
3.156
3.107

0.517
0.340
0.311
0.543
0.308
0.266

1245.82
497.58
807.48
938.48
803.44
716.21

Lu

Ce

Cs

Cr

Co

Eu

Hf

Fe

Ni

Rb

Sc

Ta

23

71.05
65.69
93.36
74.62
47.13
60.73
75.01
56.84
31.56
84.94
64.72
123.43
83.01
78.13
57.19

4.64
5.49
7.51
5.78
2.17
5.20
6.37
4.02
1.19
6.26
4.79
5.46
4.06
4.09
3.54

161.79
104.52
65.02
194.47
27.91
76.10
110.12
70.32
17.05
96.32
52.14
94.06
68.74
99.61
58.25

18.93
19.73
13.83
19.66
6.23
10.42
15.94
11.94
3.78
13.59
11.50
19.09
15.91
13.20
9.60

1.42
1.49
1.40
1.45
1.02
1.01
1.24
1.06
0.73
1.39
1.09
1.65
1.47
1.30
1.13

4.06
4.57
7.60
4.08
3.65
3.89
4.36
3.47
1.82
5.44
4.58
5.74
5.26
5.13
5.00

55108
48313
39099
69319
16299
32117
40790
28182
9191
42663
30622
49998
42484
39360
47578

75.21
83.30
23.42
55.15
20.09
45.28
57.18
38.31
13.48
23.07
23.52
52.88
40.06
47.79
27.49

73.32
100.12
151.36
94.30
81.31
89.54
107.29
85.86
59.98
134.95
142.58
130.27
94.98
89.91
80.91

18.58
16.99
13.66
20.64
5.78
10.94
14.16
9.77
3.49
15.82
10.27
16.90
13.85
14.38
15.68

1.16
1.17
1.45
1.24
0.55
1.00
1.25
0.82
0.31
1.39
0.99
1.56
1.36
1.29
1.40

1
1
1
1

1
2
3
3

71.90
78.00
98.57
94.21

6.76
4.89
5.55
7.67

107.16
64.84
76.21
79.02

13.18
16.38
15.54
15.10

1.20
1.44
1.51
1.37

4.95
5.48
5.71
6.60

38002
38153
47315
45871

62.47
49.36
45.88
54.48

110.19
130.86
133.42
137.87

14.05
12.96
15.25
15.51

1.26
1.33
1.66
1.74

2
1
1
1
1
1

0
4
2
3
4
4

81.09
63.92
69.94
124.49
89.60
68.19

4.87
3.77
4.12
7.30
3.76
4.31

81.56
47.46
63.49
75.70
77.63
81.36

10.96
10.39
14.76
15.50
14.77
13.25

1.26
0.95
1.35
1.47
1.43
1.12

5.96
5.01
4.84
7.87
5.94
4.95

42619
30690
35673
51528
48864
34008

23.53
21.80
44.30
30.08
43.33
50.03

90.13
95.16
95.75
166.31
121.54
83.67

15.39
9.95
11.86
16.27
16.49
12.23

1.33
1.42
1.11
1.83
1.63
1.06

Long irradiation elements: As, La, Lu, Nd, K, Sm, Na, U, Yb, Sb, Ba496w5, Ce, Cs, Cr, Co, Eu, Hf, Fe, Ni, Rb, Sc, Ta, Tb, Th, Zn, Zr. Short irradiation elements: Al, Ca, Ti, V, Dy, Mn, K2, Na2.

APPENDIX A: Data from the INA analysis at the Phoenix Memorial Laboratory/Ford Nuclear Reactor, University of Michigan
ID
Period
UM-1099/26
UM-1102/41
UM-1104/1
UM-1108/18
UM-1108/3
UM-1113/1
UM-1115/3
UM-1116
UM-1118/23

Copper Age
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Bronze Age
Bronze Age
Neolithic

UM-1118/3
UM-1118/3
UM-1120/19
UM-1124/1
UM-1127/1
UM-1134/1
UM-1134/2
UM-1152/1
UM-1153/2
UM-1161
UM-1171
UM-1173
UM-1195/2

Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Bronze Age
Neolithic
Neolithic
Copper Age
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic

UM-1210
UM-1211
UM-1215
UM-1219
UM-1231
UM-1232

Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Bronze Age

Designation

U-1
U-11
U-12
U-2
U-3
U-4
U-5
U-6
U-7

Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern

Cont
ext

Ce

Cs

Cr

Co

Eu

Hf

Fe

Ni

Rb

Sc

1
1
1
1
1
1
6
6
1

Ta

2
1
1
2
2
2
14
14
2

80.34
87.69
77.33
107.76
63.67
109.47
75.09
78.69
81.77

4.44
4.12
3.95
9.05
4.38
8.77
3.13
3.18
5.25

64.33
92.74
66.13
67.64
69.45
80.96
149.25
71.02
65.84

15.10
22.16
15.77
15.77
11.17
16.13
18.66
14.76
14.47

1.35
1.56
1.35
1.47
1.10
1.42
1.60
1.43
1.21

4.73
5.90
4.79
6.93
3.94
7.26
4.43
6.05
5.16

38170
50434
37841
47915
32013
50140
54644
39629
38874

41.49
63.88
50.87
55.00
46.35
36.46
69.30
27.06
38.36

96.77
118.63
102.76
186.92
87.94
166.36
58.49
88.47
114.41

12.59
16.39
12.25
16.74
10.84
16.59
16.88
12.51
12.63

1.24
1.50
1.20
1.85
1.09
1.98
1.18
1.34
1.42

Cordoned
Impressed-thick
Impressed-med-or
Diana-coarse
Buff
Diana-fine-slip
Ylw fabric
Or fabric
Stamped-med-blwh. paste decor
Diana-fine-red slip
Diana-fine-red slip
Buff-paint/slip
Ylw fabric
Diana-coarse
Stamped-brwn
Cooking Ware A
Diana-fine-slip
Buff
Buff
Cooking Ware A
Impressed-medbrwn
Cooking Ware B
Impressed-thick
Diana-coarse
Stamped-med-or
Stamped-med. brwn
-

1
1
1
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
15
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
4

83.13
83.13
86.41
88.87
69.14
72.83
75.66
81.27
73.65
76.56
69.77
80.54
88.88

6.03
6.03
6.71
3.02
5.67
4.79
3.96
4.62
4.26
6.13
4.66
4.82
4.65

80.35
80.35
96.04
133.00
79.31
61.38
78.29
63.00
80.30
92.90
83.31
63.16
66.57

17.64
17.64
16.79
17.04
10.98
11.76
18.70
14.16
13.64
13.90
14.42
15.17
16.24

1.49
1.49
1.42
1.54
1.39
1.09
1.29
1.26
1.19
1.25
1.13
1.19
1.21

5.66
5.66
5.86
4.39
5.54
5.41
5.46
5.51
5.16
4.54
5.50
5.87
5.48

47369
47369
46842
50589
43182
39661
43529
38143
39947
41350
39937
38093
40126

73.46
73.46
56.13
63.83
38.16
45.85
62.82
27.95
38.16
57.53
35.07
34.81
27.18

126.35
126.35
120.18
68.78
112.22
103.83
96.09
124.12
91.89
114.83
94.36
120.25
124.04

15.92
15.92
16.08
15.33
13.86
12.86
14.20
12.50
13.18
14.47
13.47
12.05
12.94

1.45
1.45
1.46
1.14
1.43
1.41
1.39
1.40
1.29
1.28
1.37
1.42
1.21

7
1
1
1
1
6

20
4
4
4
4
16

90.80
80.46
75.22
88.01
88.33
85.24

5.54
5.49
5.43
3.68
5.85
4.15

82.23
67.30
72.88
95.93
66.70
75.20

16.46
14.45
15.68
23.46
15.61
16.56

1.40
1.16
1.12
1.67
1.43
1.48

7.29
5.82
5.46
5.82
5.74
5.32

45342
42766
41859
47936
44847
45244

24.85
25.96
51.15
92.36
54.62
19.98

133.05
131.33
107.24
108.20
112.89
115.78

14.62
13.46
13.37
17.18
14.78
13.97

2.10
1.50
1.35
1.53
1.43
1.57

Tren
ch

Cont
ext

Tb

Th

Zn

Ti

V

Dy

Designation
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample

-

-

0.87
0.92
1.11
0.83
0.52
0.58
0.70
0.64
0.35

9.33
9.79
17.31
10.02
7.82
9.80
11.11
8.45
4.46

130.14
99.33
119.72
132.77
37.86
124.82
106.44
76.18
42.78

ID
Period

Tren
ch

Zr
123.44
161.78
192.17
114.09
100.86
106.41
137.94
97.12
98.03

Al

Ca

89041
86090
85512
98256
61351
57972
80362
68970
43599

57619
41448
28068
10919
59166
139569
94014
108858
144395

5045
4831
4228
5650
1109
3818
4062
2989
526

206.9
137.3
105.1
274.2
58
95.9
140.2
96
30.2

4
4.9
6.6
5
3.3
4.2
4.3
3.7
1.6

Mn
1153
901.8
710.8
188
316.4
344.6
801.2
681.5
244.4

Long irradiation elements: As, La, Lu, Nd, K, Sm, Na, U, Yb, Sb, Ba496w5, Ce, Cs, Cr, Co, Eu, Hf, Fe, Ni, Rb, Sc, Ta, Tb, Th, Zn, Zr. Short irradiation elements: Al, Ca, Ti, V, Dy, Mn, K2, Na2.

APPENDIX A: Data from the INA analysis at the Phoenix Memorial Laboratory/Ford Nuclear Reactor, University of Michigan
ID
Period
U-9
U-a
U-b
U-c
U-d
UM-1011/6

Modern
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Neolithic

UM-1017/19
UM-1022/29
UM-1025
UM-1025/14

Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic

UM-1030/1
UM-1035/7
UM-1051/26
UM-1066/5
UM-1070
UM-1070/31
UM-1099/26
UM-1102/41
UM-1104/1
UM-1108/18
UM-1108/3
UM-1113/1
UM-1115/3
UM-1116
UM-1118/23

Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Copper Age
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Bronze Age
Bronze Age
Neolithic

UM-1118/3
UM-1120/19
UM-1124/1
UM-1127/1
UM-1134/1
UM-1134/2
UM-1152/1
UM-1153/2
UM-1161
UM-1171
UM-1173
UM-1195/2

Neolithic
Neolithic
Bronze Age
Neolithic
Neolithic
Copper Age
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic

UM-1210
UM-1211
UM-1215

Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic

Designation
Clay sample
Daub
Daub
Daub
Daub
Stamped-thin-bl.red paste decor
Diana-fine-slip
Impressed-med-bl
Impressed-thick
Stamped-thickgr/yel
Stamped-thin-or
Stamped-thin-bl
Diana-coarse
Cooking Ware B
Buff
Buff-slip Or paint
Cordoned
Impressed-thick
Impressed-med-or
Diana-coarse
Buff
Diana-fine-slip.
Ylw fabric
Or fabric
Stamped-med-blwh. paste decor
Diana-fine-red slip
Buff-paint/slip
Ylw fabric
Diana-coarse
Stamped-brwn
Cooking Ware A
Diana-fine-slip
Buff
Buff
Cooking Ware A
Impressed-medbrwn
Cooking Ware B
Impressed-thick
Diana-coarse

Tren
ch

Cont
ext

Tb

Th

Zn

-

-

23

1.05
0.71
1.21
0.88
0.85
0.74

13.45
11.18
22.97
13.58
12.54
11.76

117.49
75.10
162.04
104.07
194.53
67.14

3
1
1
1
1

1
2
3
3

0.69
0.84
1.12
1.00

11.93
12.47
18.54
18.15

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
6
1

0
4
2
3
4
4
2
1
1
2
2
2
14
14
2

0.77
0.59
0.74
1.15
1.23
0.83
0.89
1.11
0.74
1.25
0.67
0.96
0.86
0.91
0.80

1
1
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
15
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
4

7
1
1

20
4
4

Zr

Al

Ca

Ti

V

Dy

Mn

179.70
139.73
156.70
240.94
161.78
106.52

84861
80926
91903
87441
77952
98237

34188
6962
49410
15433
114116
19226

4164
3593
5104
3474
3717
5269

119.5
62.5
109.3
71.7
102.9
143.9

3.4
3.1
5.1
4.4
4.3
3.4

648.1
501.3
868
560.7
539.7
340.1

90.45
81.53
84.93
106.96

168.00
134.52
180.13
203.54

81140
85717
93847
99007

77367
12206
9685
7875

4359
4723
4189
4280

117.8
106
102.1
114.5

4.5
5.3
5.2
7.1

578.1
649.9
406.1
667.8

14.51
11.06
11.20
21.28
15.45
11.83
12.91
12.90
11.84
21.57
9.94
20.36
10.55
13.32
13.77

66.65
84.50
79.12
141.65
120.70
86.06
82.55
110.57
78.23
112.76
82.42
114.94
110.02
94.57
81.86

158.86
157.49
148.64
205.41
163.15
130.60
77.01
139.14
193.11
158.54
163.24
193.01
153.17
160.55
99.58

84391
78573
85477
99101
88193
74953
82589
84969
83577
103667
70742
102475
89810
87273
91662

12722
12070
19104
9640
23306
76842
11987
10353
14240
9873
110873
10145
20680
15916
9186

4588
3150
3602
4778
5020
4165
3186
5257
3700
4798
3448
5191
5217
3895
4138

96.2
67.9
98.6
117.8
93.4
84.1
105.3
115.2
94.1
108.9
88.2
107
156.1
111.6
106

4.4
3.4
5.2
6.6
7.3
3.6
4.7
4.9
4.8
5.8
3.3
5.9
4.5
5.7
5.2

299.7
524.6
748.4
424.8
607.3
620.5
538
797.3
735.2
499.6
463.2
468.4
678.5
833.9
450.7

1.15
0.87
1.02
0.77
0.63
0.90
0.95
0.89
0.84
0.73
0.72
0.91

15.07
14.17
13.37
14.59
13.42
12.06
13.70
12.39
12.54
12.50
12.83
15.58

100.19
116.71
118.18
80.19
76.54
78.59
123.36
91.86
112.52
92.96
134.60
131.01

179.78
109.60
134.35
189.19
96.67
133.61
144.22
176.76
113.25
136.81
174.82
150.74

95662
94244
89705
96514
85508
77938
86545
77846
80702
79853
82760
86625

12004
50372
19622
7549
10033
15172
13634
42752
82797
38761
13469
11513

4820
4676
4658
3556
3251
4355
3478
3586
4266
4813
4021
5215

103.8
111.2
160.3
111.3
86.6
104.5
93.1
104
107.8
88.8
112
99.7

7.2
5.4
4.7
4.9
4.4
4.8
4.4
4.4
4.6
4.1
5.1
4.1

672.2
844.5
665.2
227.7
299.6
601.3
567.1
698.7
645.8
572.4
487.6
652.2

1.02
0.70
0.77

16.33
14.49
12.38

82.27
86.28
106.50

191.07
166.74
122.50

93051
88558
83250

13779
11093
38671

4991
4102
3962

108.8
100.4
124.9

5.5
3.4
3.8

602.8
476.4
555.5

Long irradiation elements: As, La, Lu, Nd, K, Sm, Na, U, Yb, Sb, Ba496w5, Ce, Cs, Cr, Co, Eu, Hf, Fe, Ni, Rb, Sc, Ta, Tb, Th, Zn, Zr. Short irradiation elements: Al, Ca, Ti, V, Dy, Mn, K2, Na2.

APPENDIX A: Data from the INA analysis at the Phoenix Memorial Laboratory/Ford Nuclear Reactor, University of Michigan
ID
Period
UM-1219
UM-1231
UM-1232

Neolithic
Neolithic
Bronze Age

Designation

Tren
ch

Cont
ext

Stamped-med-or
Stamped-med. brwn
-

1
1
6

4
4
16

ID

Trench
Period

U-1
U-11
U-12
U-2
U-3
U-4
U-5
U-6
U-7
U-9
U-a
U-b
U-c
U-d
UM-1011/6

Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Undetermined
Neolithic

UM-1017/19
UM-1022/29
UM-1025
UM-1025/14

Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic

UM-1030/1
UM-1035/7
UM-1051/26
UM-1066/5
UM-1070
UM-1070/31
UM-1099/26
UM-1102/41
UM-1104/1
UM-1108/18
UM-1108/3
UM-1113/1
UM-1115/3
UM-1116
UM-1118/23

Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Copper Age
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Bronze Age
Bronze Age
Neolithic

Tb

Th

Zn

1.16
1.15
0.94

13.09
15.90
13.66

137.97
92.22
83.53

Context

K2

Zr
179.81
165.44
153.67

Al

Ca

89792
88489
86362

8474
10239
9566

Ti
5165
4442
3761

V
138.8
106.6
103.6

Dy
5.5
4.6
4.6

Mn
901.8
489.7
543.9

Na 2

Designation
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Clay sample
Daub
Daub
Daub
Daub
Stamped-thin-bl.red paste decor
Diana-fine-slip
Impressed-med-bl
Impressed-thick
Stamped-thickgr/yel
Stamped-thin-or
Stamped-thin-bl
Diana-coarse
Cooking Ware B
Buff
Buff-slip Or paint
Cordoned
Impressed-thick
Impressed-med-or
Diana-coarse
Buff
Diana-fine-slip.
Ylw fabric
Or fabric
Stamped-med-blwh. paste decor

-

-

23

11997
16815
30140
16554
20924
15873
20101
20298
19471
24915
30848
26166
25411
23039
18206

2621
5329
13213
10098
12350
4034
4311
7463
9616
10997
15858
8918
10026
5308
10397

3
1
1
1
1

1
2
3
3

23793
24886
23142
27350

10135
12163
11120
12515

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
6
1

0
4
2
3
4
4
2
1
1
2
2
2
14
14
2

23862
23489
29278
25048
22742
18154
22777
23971
27359
30952
22425
26630
15697
19203
23538

12697
13403
13404
10991
9752
9629
11441
15436
12252
11376
6648
11911
6191
11437
12739

Long irradiation elements: As, La, Lu, Nd, K, Sm, Na, U, Yb, Sb, Ba496w5, Ce, Cs, Cr, Co, Eu, Hf, Fe, Ni, Rb, Sc, Ta, Tb, Th, Zn, Zr. Short irradiation elements: Al, Ca, Ti, V, Dy, Mn, K2, Na2.

APPENDIX A: Data from the INA analysis at the Phoenix Memorial Laboratory/Ford Nuclear Reactor, University of Michigan
ID

Trench
Period

UM-1118/3
UM-1120/19
UM-1124/1
UM-1127/1
UM-1134/1
UM-1134/2
UM-1152/1
UM-1153/2
UM-1161
UM-1171
UM-1173
UM-1195/2

Neolithic
Neolithic
Bronze Age
Neolithic
Neolithic
Copper Age
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic

UM-1210
UM-1211
UM-1215
UM-1219
UM-1231
UM-1232

Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Bronze Age

Context

K2

Na 2

Designation
Diana-fine-red slip
Buff-paint/slip
Ylw fabric
Diana-coarse
Stamped-brwn
Cooking Ware A
Diana-fine-slip
Buff
Buff
Cooking Ware A
Impressed-medbrwn
Cooking Ware B
Impressed-thick
Diana-coarse
Stamped-med-or
Stamped-med. brwn
-

1
1
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
15
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
4

27155
26972
18512
24267
25514
22877
26175
22810
22859
24891
27923
25695

12417
10605
6340
10003
10447
13538
12146
9401
6176
9542
12223
11787

7
1
1
1
1
6

20
4
4
4
4
16

26223
25876
25457
32452
24073
20788

11256
10953
9709
11290
9599
12475

Bl=black, gr=gray, brwn=brown, or=orange, ylw=yellow, wh=white; Decor=decoration; Slip=slipped surface, slip OR paint= slipped or painted surface; Med=medium thickness

Long irradiation elements: As, La, Lu, Nd, K, Sm, Na, U, Yb, Sb, Ba496w5, Ce, Cs, Cr, Co, Eu, Hf, Fe, Ni, Rb, Sc, Ta, Tb, Th, Zn, Zr. Short irradiation elements: Al, Ca, Ti, V, Dy, Mn, K2, Na2.

